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CASE STUDY : SOVIET THREATS DURING
I I

I ________________ 
THE SUEZ CRISIS

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to supply

empirical evidence of how and why ambiguity was employed

I in a specific deterrence attempt . Though the Suez

-- 
Crisis is tremendously interest ing historically , its

value to the present paper will be dete i by how

ii readily the history of the crisis leads to the formula—

tion of theoretical hypotheses.

As the title indicates , the focus of the

-- chapter is on Soviet threats and actions. This tends

to skew the historical telling so as to overemphasize

the Soviet role in the crisis. The reader should keep

sight of the fact that the Soviet Union played only a
r 

peripheral role in the crisis until the evening of 5

November 1956.

I Though intense political maneuvering continued

i well beyond the military cease—fire in Egypt , for the

purpose of this chapter , the cease—fire will be con—

I sidered the last event of historical interest .

I, 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Discuss ion of subsequent events, such as the Moscow—

Cairo crisis and the missile gap are included only

J because they shed light on prior Soviet perceptions and

motives.

Historical study of the Suez Crisis raises some

problems concerning sources. Many of the participants

have published memoirs that provide a rich source of

data. The memoirs of Western statesmen are generally

valuable, though the reader must be alert for the

effects of hindsight and the Inevitable penchant for

smoothing over what may have been a very rough episode

In one ’s career. One must be as alert to what is

omitted as to what is included ; ‘or instance , Sir

Anthony Eden ’s memoirs contain no mention of the Sevres

accord or the collusion it represents. Memoirists

r 
often tend to “forget” embarrassing errors made in the

past and to “reinterpret” their original motives.

[ To the normal problems inherent in extract ing

E 
historical truth from self—interested memoirs , one must

add the particular problems posed by Soviet sources.

[ In the first place there are few such primary sources

available to the Western researcher. The closed nature

I of the Soviet society bars the historian from the give

and take of Soviet politics and foreign policy formula—

I tion, contributing to an inevitably sterile and

I
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speculative approach. Khrushchev ’s memoirs are invalu-

able for the present study, as are The Penkovskiy

I Papers. However, In the end one must rely heavily on

Soviet actions as an index of Soviet perceptions and

I motives. Western intelligence efforts, hav ing only

r 
recently surmounted the difficulties in learning what

capabilities the Soviets possess , are still hindered

I by the difficulty in forecasting intent . Historians

suffer under the same limitations .

In histor ical terms, Suez happened only yester—

- day . Temporally, we are so close to the events of the

crisis that accounts of it are still tendentious and

influenced by the Cold War . The Suez Crisis is very

much “alive” historically, because fresh Interpreta—

I tions of the crisis are published almost yearly. The

best work on Suez undoubted ly is still to be done ,

partly because certain document s of basic importance ,

r Including the Sèvres accord , have yet to be released .

Since 1956 the Middle East has certainly lost none of

Its prominence as a world trouble spot and an arena for

superpower competition . As a result , the scholar ly

study of Soviet foreign policy In that area of the globe

can only be descr ibed as having “taken off” In the

1970s.

J Suez represents the juncture of many independent

I

1!
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streams—-the end of European colonialism , the diminished

postwar importance of Britain and France, the Arab—

[ Israeli conflict , stra ins in the NAT O allianc e , the

Cold War , t he emer gence of nuclear strategy,  and

brinkmansh ip as a dip loma tic tool . It Is the author ’s

hope that he has preserved some of the richness and

drama while engaging In the pursuit of theory .

Historical Background

King Farouk was ousted from the Egyptian throne

iT by a virtually bloodless coup on 23 July 1952.

Infighting was inevitable , and in February 195k Gamal

Abdel Nasser supplanted the more moderate General

Negu lb as leader of the revolu tionary movement and

mentor of a new Egypt.

Soviet react ion to the ~‘evolution was cool due

to Nasser ’s consistent persecution of indigenous Corn—

munlsts) However with de—Stalinization came a reversal

in the prev ious hard line towar ds neutral national ist

movements. After the Twentieth Party Congress in

February 1956 the existence of’ a legit imately neu tral
2Third World was recognized .

~David J. Dallin , Soviet Fore ign Pol icy Afte r

J Stalin (Philadelphia: Lippincott , 1961), p. 391.

J. Vatikiotis , “The Soviet Union and Egypt :

I
I
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} While the passing of Stalin was beneficial for

Soviet relations with the Third World , it had an

extremely destabilizing effect on the East European

- satellites. Unrest in East Germany and a narrowly

averted revolution in Poland were followed by open

F rebellion in Hungary in October 1956. Hungarian

dissidents , encourage d by the rhetor ic of Ra dio Free

Europe and the Voice of America , vainly attempted to

convert Hungary to a neutral posture patterned after

- Tito ’s Yugoslav ia. The revolt was squas hed by Sov iet

troops and tanks on ~4 November. The fact that the Suez

and Hungarian Crises came to a head simultaneously has

spurred speculat ion that the two events were rela ted .

In retro spect , It appears likely that their causes
1. were unrela ted , but t heir outcomes were no t . The Wes t

was too preoccupied with Suez to intervene in Hungary .

Likewise , Hungary was far more Important than Egypt to

the Soviets; they would not commit themselves in the

Middle East until victory in Eastern Europe was assured.

I A bloody Israeli raid into the Gaza Strip on

29 February 1955 had a disproportionately severe Impact

The Nasser Years ,” in The Soviet Union and the Middle

f East, eds. Ivo J. Lederer and Wayne S. Vucinlch (Stan-
for d , Calif. : Hoover Institution Press , 1974), pp.
122—23; also Ronald E. McLaurin , The Middle East in
Soviet Policy (Lexington , Mass.: D. C. Heath , 1975),
p. 10.

II
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on Nasser ’s military policy because his regime was still

on shaky ground . In the face of the Increased Israeli

I threat heralded by David Ben—Gurlon ’s return to the

Israeli Cabinet and the Gaza Raid , Nasser could no

I longer resist internal rightist pressures to rearm .

Nasser turned to the Russians for arms only after being

rebuffed by Egypt’s traditional Western suppliers , who

I were miffed by Nasser ’s opposition to the Baghdad Pact.

In May 1955 the Soviets agreed in principle to supply

I Nass er w ith arms , us ing Czecho slova kia as a front .

I Nasser had understandable reservations about shifting

to the Soviet Union for armaments. He knew the move

I would further alienate him from the West , but his

greatest fear was that dependence on Soviet spare parts

I and a~~unition would provide the Soviet Union with

[ leverage over his regime . Nasser was won over by four

factors : (1) it was imperative that he obtain arms

[ quickly; (2) the Soviet terms were distinguished by

the ir lack of strin gs; 3 (3) the Soviets accepted payment

I in kind , meaning Egyptian cotton , which had been subject

to the vagaries of Western markets; and (L i ) Nasser was

rel ieved of the contra diction of depending on Western

3Ur i Ra ’anan , The USSR Arms the Third World:
Case Studies In Soviet ForeIj~n Policy (Cambrf~ge , Mass.:

f MIT Press , 1969), pp. 161—62.

I 
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i arms while simultaneously trying to reduce Western

influence in Egypt .4

I By September 1956 Egypt possessed vast quanti-

ties of Soviet arms , including ~4O 11—28 light jetI bombers and 150 MIG—l5 fighters .5 A Midd le East arms

r 
race was rapidly developing , with Israel receiving

sophisticated military hardware from France to balance

Soviet aid to Egypt. The new Socialist Premier of

Fra’ i Mollet , saw it to be in France ’s interest

t ~srael’s mIlitary buildup . Mollet shared

— with k~eri-Gurion the perception of Nasser as a Hitler.

Additionally, Mollet hoped that the Algerian rebellion

could be paralyzed by an Israeli strike at Egypt .

Israel was eager to rece ive t he French arms , since the

I Eisenhower administration was noticeably pulling away

I- from Truman ’s aggressively pro—Israeli stand .

On 16 May 1956 Nasser extended diplomatic

I recognition to Communist China to ensure the availabil-

ity of a source of arms shoul d a threatened UN embargo

I on Middle East arms shipments become a reality.

Nasser ’s recognition of China became the decisive

4Robert R. Bowie , Suez 1956 (New York: OxfordI Un ivers ity Pre ss, 1974), p. 11.
5John Stan ley and Maur ice Pear ton , The Interna-

I tional Trade in Arms (New York : Praeger , 1972), p. 197.

I I
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factor In John Foster Dulles ’ abrupt refusal to approve

American loans for the Aswan H igh Dam .6 The Amer ican

J renege on the Aswan High Dam offer became the imm ediate

excuse for Nas ser’s nationalization of the Suez Canal

on 26 July 1956.

Before discussing the nationalization and

ensuing event s, it is necessary to discuss English

interests and actions . The most pressing issue of post—

war Egyptian politics had been the removal of British

troops from the Cana l Zone at a time when t he cana l

loomed more important than ever because of the Cold War

and increasing Importance of Middle Eastern oil. In

October 195’4 Britain finally agreed to withdraw all

remaining troops from the Canal Zone . The withdrawal

was complted in June 1956.

Anthony Eden, having served in the shadow of

Winston Churchill through the war years , became Pr ime

Minister in April 1955. Eden brought with him a

generally favorable attitude towards Nasser and the

Arab states. However , on 1 March 1956 Jordan ’s King

I - Husse in di smissed General Jo hn Bagot Gluhh , head of’ the

Arab Legion and “the last symbol of the old British

6Kenneth Love , Suez; The Twice—Fought War (New

— 
York: McGraw—Hill , 1969), p. 219; also Herman Finer ,
Dulles Over Suez (Chicago: Quadrangle Books , 1964),
p. 51. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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paternalistic hegemony in the Middle East .”7 Because

Eden felt Nasser to have been the prime force behind

Gluhb ’s removal , he reverse~ h~s entire attitude toward

Nass -r:

On that fatal day he decided that the world was
not big enough to hold both him and Nass~ r. The
“Egyptian dictator ” had to be eliminated somehow
or other , else he would destroy Britain ’s posi-
tion in the Middle East and Eden~s position as
Prime Minister of Great Britain.0

Nasser appeared to be fulfilling Eden ’s prophecy

when he announced that he was nationalizing the Suez

Canal , ostensively to use the revenue thus gained to

finance the Aswan High Dam . Eden , vindicated in his

own strong stand against appeasement of Hitler In the

thirties , saw anything less than a military response to

the canal seizure as the beginning of another era of

appeasement .

. Britain and France were both predisposed to

reoccupy the Canal Zone immediately. Eden later main-

tained that military action was delayed first by the

necessity to seek peaceful means of redress , and second

E 
7Hugh Thomas , Suez (New York: Harper & Row ,

1967), p. 24.

8Anthony Nutting, No End of a Lesson (New York:[ Clarkson N. Potter, 1967),jp . 17—18.

9Anthony Eden, The Suez Crisis of 1956 (Boston:
S f Beacon Press , 1960), p. 60.

I
I
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by inadequate airlift capacity and lack of trained

paratroops)0

Following the nationalization there occurred a

diplomatic interlude which was characterized by

startlingly different perceptions among Western leaders .

Britain and France were going through the motions of

exhausting all peaceful means of solution in the
- 

expectation that in the end the United States would

assent to the use of military force. On the American

side of the Atlantic , Dulles was blatantly stalling,

- hoping that the passage of time would defuse the issue.

While Dulles used the time thus gained to seek a

negotiated end to the problem , Britain and France kept

tensions high and continued military preparations.

If Eden and Mollet were not in a mood to

— negotiate , then neither was Nasser , who had gained

tremendous popularity throughout the Arab world follow-

ing the nationalization. Nasser did not send a delega—

- 

tion to the first London Conference (16—23 ~ugus t ) ,  but

his position was effectively supported by the Soviet

r Union, which had called the nationalization “a correction

of a historic error.”~~ The Soviet Union was happy to

I be afforded the opportunity to support Egypt against the

~°Ibid., pp. 57—58. ~~Love , p. 401.

F
I I
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“imperialist” and “colonialist” Western powers.

A second London Conference convened in mid—

September and approved the format ion of the Suez Canal

Users Assoc iation (SCUA). Again, Dulles ’ and Eden ’s

I perceptions and purposes diverged . Eden envisioned an

armed convoy that would shoot its way through the canal

If challenged by Nasser. In a pattern that was becoming

familiar by now , Dulles undercut Eden ’s position by

publicly renounc ing any intent ion to enforce SCUA

F militarily.

Meanwhile , Egypt ’s unexpectedly conciliatory

position at the UN alarmed Paris and London , who did

not want their military designs undercut by a premature

political solution. Therefore , when Egypt accepted an

I Anglo-French draft resolution , an obviously unacceptable

— section was added In order to preclude the relaxation

of tensions .

Since French and Israeli objectives were best

served by direct military action , neither country was

unduly concerned with legal considerations in their

r preliminary planning for joint military operations.

However , both Ben-Gurion and Mollet were hesitant to

1 act without British military support . In the end the

price of British cooperation was a sweeping change in

I the entire philosophy of the armed venture. Britain

I

-.
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was on a diplomatic tightrope. By early October it was

evident that Dulles would never acquiesce to a blatant

I military operation against Nasser; yet it was becoming

increasingly apparent that Nasser , diplomatically

I supported by both superpowers , could be toppled only by

military action.

Britain, France , and Israel agreed on a joint

F plan at S~vres on 214 October. Israel was to attack

through the Sinai on 29 October and appear to threaten

I the canal. The British and French would then issue an

F ultimatum calling on Israel and Egypt to withdraw ten

miles from the canal. Egypt would be asked to accept a

I temporary Anglo—French military occupation of the canal

——to which Nasser of course would never accede. This

I would provide the pretext for military operations

I against Egypt . Britain and France would land troops on

6 November (electIon day in the US) if the week of

I “aeropsychological operations” preceding the landings

had not already weakened civilian morale enough to

I topple Nasser.

I Military operations commenced on the afternoon

of 29 October with a drop of 395 IsraelI paratroops into

the Mitla Pass, only thirty miles east of the canal.12

1’2Moshe Day&n, Diary of the Sinai Campaign (New
Yor k: Harper & Row , 1965) , p . 77 .

II
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The emplacement of this force had little to do with
I Israel’ s actual  m i l i t a r y  ob jec t ive , the capture of

I Sharm al-Sheikh , which controlled the entrance to the

Gulf of Aqaba. On the morning of 30 October the

J British Cabinet , all of whose members were privy by now

I to  Eden ’s collusion , met and “decided ” to send an

ultimatum to Egypt and Israel. Eden told the House of

Commons later In the day, “in the actions we have now

- 
taken we are not concerned to stop Egypt , but to stop

war.”13 Egyptian rejection of the ultimatum led to the

beginning of air attacks on Egyptian airfields. Nasser,

realizing an Anglo-French invasion was imminent ,

I abandoned the Sinai to the advancing Israelis and

pulled his forc~es back behind the canal to defend Egypt

I proper.

r • By the time of the first air attacks on Egypt ,

Britain and France had already vetoed two Security

I Council cease—fire resolutions. On 31 October the

Securi ty Council  adopted a Yugoslavian resolu t ion

I call ing for an emergency session of the  Genera l Assembly

under the Uniting for Peace resolut ion . While the

t 
____________________________

‘3Great Bri tain , Parl iament , Parliamentary

I Debates (Commons), 5th series, 558 (1956): 1~450—56,cited by U.S., Department of State , United States Policy
In the Middle East September 1956-June 195~7, Near and

I Middle Eastern Series 25 (August 1957), p. 145 (here-
after cited as United States Policy).

I
I
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i bombing continued , the Genera l Assembly passed an

American cease—fi re  reso lu t ion  in the early morning

hours of 2 November . Egypt accepted the c e a s e — f i r e

immediately . Ben—Gurion , aware of Israel’s vulnerabil—

I ity to UN sanct ions, declared Israel’s acceptance of

I the cease—fi re  the next day .

Eden and Mollet  “ almost j umped out of the i r

I skins” when they heard of the  Israeli  cease—fire , since

this wou ld completely undermine the pretext for the

I planned troop landings.14 They persuaded Ben-Gurion to

I re t ract  the  cease—fi re  and cont inue hos t i l i t i e s .

Ben—Gurion reluctantly acceded to the entreaties of his

f allies , and on 14 November Abba Eban announced in the tiN

that  a de facto but not a de jure cease—fire existed

I In the Sinai. The pretext  for landings was maintained .

I Eden came under increased pressure from the UN

to effect a cease—fire and from the French to speed up

I the invasion timetable. While fighting a holding

action in the UN, Eden then justified the impending

I Invasion as necessary to “secure the speedy withdrawal

I of Israeli forces. ” 15 Ben—Gurion was enrag~ed and

reneged on his cease—fire renege. Sharm al—Sheikh had

I been captured on the morning of 5 November . Ben—Gurion ,

14Love, p. 57 3. 151b1d., p. 574.

I
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always distrustfu l of the English , had no desire to

jeopardize Israel’s military gains by allowing Eden to

( turn on him In the Sinai.

On 4 November the UN adopted a Canadian-

I sponsored plan to crea te a UN Emer gency Force that woul d

take up positions between the Egyptians and Israelis

along the canal. Eden then shifted his justification

I for invasion to the claim that intervention “by an

Impartial force” was neces sary unt il the UNEF actual ly

I arrived on the scene)6

London Greenwich Mean Time (GMT )

I 
Par is GMT + 1 hour
Port Said GMT + 2 hours
Moscow GMT + 3 hours

I 
Washingt on GMT - 5 hours

Fig. 8. Important Suez Crisis time zones.

~1
I 

French and Br it ish paratroops jumped over Port

Said at 0820 5 November and met little organized

f resistance. A report of a local temporary cease—fire

was erroneously interpreted by Eden and announced in

I Commons as news of a general Egyptian surrender. That

course of’ event s cer ta in ly  would have been heartening to

Eden , since the Israelis had captured Sharm al-Sheikh

I l6Eden, p. 196.

I
1
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I at 0930 that  morn ing ,  marking the end of IsraelI

involvement j u s t  as the  French and Br i t i sh  were landing .

I Unfo r tuna t e ly ,  the  op t imis t i c  announcement was shown to

be premature , s ince armed res istance started up again

I in Port Said around 2230.

I At 0100 6 November (Moscow time) the Soviet

Un ion broa dca st the tex t of threatening messages

I addressed to Bri ta in , France , and Israel , which later

formed the basis of Soviet claims to have brought about

F the f ina l  cease—fi re .  Nevertheless , the Anglo—French

f amphibious landing at Port Said began early the next

morning as scheduled.  At 09 145 Eden , In f a i l ing  health

I and under pressure from his Cabinet , made the f inal

decision to declare a cease—f i re .  The French could not

continue mi l i t a ry  operations wi thout  the Br it ish , so

I they reluctant ly agreed to the cease—fIre , which went

into effect at midnight London time (0200 7 November

I in Port Said).

The first UNEF troops arrived in Egypt on 15

1 November , and the British and French completed their
- 

I withdrawal on 22 December . The greatest postwar

problem was uprooting Israeli forces from the Sinai and

I Gaza Strip . Under pressure from the UN and the United

States, Israel completed Its military withdrawal from
- I Egyptian territory on 16 March 1957 in return for a

I

~ 
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guarantee that the UNEF in Sharm al-Sheikh would

guarantee the  use of the Gul f  of Aqaba to Israeli

shipping .

The Suez f iasco , as it is of ten  terme d , afforded

no gains to Britain or France. Anthony Eden ’s guiding

perception that the world was not big enough for both

himself and Nasser proved to be all too true , as Eden

was forced to leave office for reasons of health in

January 1957. The French of course later lost Algeria.

Both count r ies were made aware that they now occu pied

a posi t ion In the second t i e r  of world powers and that

effective action without American support henceforth

would be Impossible. Partly as a reaction to Suez ,

Br ita in drew c loser to the Amer ican nuc lear guaran tee

through I ts  “ special r e la t ionsh ip ,” whi le  France under

de Gaulle developed her own nuclear  force .  In terms of

pros pect s for a lasting Midd le Eas t pea ce, rather than

sett ling any issues , Suez 1956 merely became the second

of four wars Egypt and Israel would fight within a

11 twenty—six year span .

Analy~sis of the Soviet Threat Messages

Within the space of five hours , from 2000 5

November to 0100 6 November (Moscow time) the Soviet

I I government communicated five separate messages to five

II
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addressees. These five messages constituted the threat

I system mobilized by the Soviet Union against Britain ,

I France , and Israel. The messages contained various

internal ambiguities and also contradicted one another.

I The definition of an ambiguous threat was fulfilled :

the source ensured that the target woul d be unc ertain
I of the In tended mean ing .

I The first two messages were delivered at 2000

5 November. Foreign Minister Dmitri Shepilov cabled

I t he Pres ident of the UN Secur it y Counc il , call ing f or

an Immediate UNSC meeting to discuss noncompliance with

the General Assembly cease—fire resolution of 2

1 November)7 Included in the cable was the text of a

draft resolution calling for a cease—fire within

I twe lve hours of passage and complete withdrawal of

I 
troops within three days. This constituted an explicit-

ly stated demand . The draft resolution contained the

I most explicitly stated sanction of all the messages :

The Secur ity Counc il, in accor dance wit h

I Art icle 4 2 of the Un ited Nations Charter , coti—
siders it essential that all States Members of
the Un ited Na tions , especially the United States

I 
of America and the USSR , as permanent member s of
the Secur ity Counc il hav ing powerfu l a ir and
naval forces at their disposal , should give
military and other assistance to the Egyptian

I Republic , wh ich has been the vict im of aggres-
sion, by sending naval and air forces , military

I ~
7See Appendix B for complete text of all five

messages constituting the threat system .

. 1
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uni ts , vo lun teers , military Instructors and
other form s of ass istanc e, If th e Un ited
Kingdom , France and Israel fail to carry out 18this resolution within the stated time limits.

I Shepilov concluded by citing the Soviet Union ’s

I readiness to send to Egypt the air and naval forces

necessary to curb the aggressors and defend the vict ims

I of aggression .

The Shepilov cable was the  f i r s t  a l lus ion to

I possible use of Soviet forces in the Middle East. The

I Sov iet press had ment ioned volun teers in the prev ious

week , but few Western statesmen had been intimidated.

I The draft resolution was to be placed before the

Security Council where it would be subject to Anglo—

I Frenc h veto, rather than before the veto—proof General

I Assembly that was already meeting under the Uniting for

Peace Resolution. Therefore, since the Sov iets coul d

I hardly expect passage of their draft resolution in the

I 
Secur it y Counc il, one must search for an u lter ior mo tive

in the cable.’9 No mention was mad e of the UN Emergency

I Force that  had been approved on 4 November by the

18UN Document S/3736 , 5 November 1956, c ited In
I United States Policy, p. 179.

191n point of’ fact , th e d raf t resolu ti on wasI’ never even considered in the UNSC . The Vote against
consideration of the item was 14~ 3 wi th Li abstentions .
See A. G. Mezerik , ed., The Suez Cana l; 1956 Cris Is—

I 1967 War (New York: International Review Service , 1969) ,
p. 38.

II
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General Assembly. This is significant because pre-

sumably after the approval of the UNEF , any UN—imposed

I military solution would have to be incorporated within

the framework of the UNEF and would operate under a

I blue flag .2° By specIfically mentioning the readiness

of Soviet forces to act against the aggressor nations

and by calling for the United States to participate in

I armed operat ions against i ts NATO al l ies , the d r a f t

resolution was the first step toward placing the United

I States In a diplomatic no—win situation. It would have

been u n t h i n k a b l e  for  the  US to  oppose Br i t i sh  and French
I 

forces in Egypt . American diplomatic pressure against

I its European allies had already weakend the NATO

alliance; American military opposition , even un der t he

I UN flag , would have dealt it a death blow . The Soviets

I could be expected to capitalize .on the failure of the

US to bac k up its words with  an y sort of ac tion ,

20Actua l ly , Sov iet refusal  to recogn ize the
validity of a UNGA-created UNEF was consistent with

r their longstanding legal position , as we ll as support ive
of their political goals in this particular case. Since
the original Uniting for Peace Resolution that created

r the UN Comman d in Korea , the Soviet position had been
I that the UN Charter empowers only the Security Council

to establish an international armed force. The obvious
advantage to the Soviet Union is that they stand to

I retain veto power over construction of any prospective
UNEF designed to frustrate them in any of their uni-
lateral actions, such as Hungary 1956 or Czechoslovakia

I 1968. S~~ C. I. Tunkin , T~~ory Qf In1~ernational Latrans. Wi lliam E. Butler (t~ mbridge, Mass.: Harvar
University Press, 1974), pp. 340—43.

I
I
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revealing the US as a hypocritical accessory of the

British , Fr ench , and Israeli colluders.

Supportive of’ the Shepilov cable , yet having a

life of its own , was Nikolai A. Bulganin ’s letter to

1 Eisenhower. The let~ er proposed “joint and immediate

i use” of Soviet and American military forces “to put an

end to aggression and to stop any further bloodshed .”2’

The letter was blatantly ambiguous as to whether this

proposal merely complemented the simultaneously sub—

I mitted draft resolution or if it represented a call for

F joint action totally independent of the UN. An intent

to work within the scope of the UN could be Inferred

I because the use of joint force was to be “according to

a decision of the United Nations.” Yet there was no

I i nd i ca t i on  in the  l e t t e r  tha t  employment  of such force

I 
would hinge upon passage of the draft resolution.

Indeed , the following paragraph indicates that the

I note represented an initiat ive totally independent of

the draft resolution :

I The Soviet Government is ready to enter in to
immediate negotiations with the Government of

I 
the United States on the practical realization
of the above—mentioned proposals , so t hat effec-
tive action in the interests of puce might be
undertaken within the next hours.”

21United States Policy , p. 181.

I 22 Ibid

I I  
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Bulganin ’s letter to Eisenhower alluded to

Soviet and American atomic and hydrogen weapons and

noted tha t , “ i f  t h i s  war is not stopped it carries the

danger of turning into a third world war .”23 The

I Soviets knew that the US could never join in military

opposition to NATO nations ; yet by now it was clear to

the Soviet Union that the US was genuinely trying to

I pressure its NATO allies into quitting their military

adventure. The Soviets realized that if they could

I successfully walk a dip lomatic tightrope , they would

I be able to reap a double advantage from a cease—fire

imposed by the US on its own allies. Of primary

f Importance, a cease—fire in itself was of no great

advantage to the Soviet Union unless the Soviets would

I be in position to take credit for it. Second , by

I allowing the United States to pressure its own allies

into a cease—fire , the already existing rift within NATO

I could be widened , perhaps irreparably. By means of the

five messages, the Soviets were able to create a situa-

I tion in which their public threat system would appear

I to be the cause of the forthcoming cease—fire ; the US

would be forced to carry out the a rm—twis t ing  of i ts

I own allies outside the public eye if the alliance were

I
I
I
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to survive at all. The Soviets , while actually risking

little , publicly would appear to be risking a great

deal in the cause of peace , while the US cou ld be

exposed as a hypocritical actor willing to jeopardize

world peace rather than take action against its own

aberrant allies. The draft resolution and the letter

to Eisenhower therefore laid the groundwork for what

was to come. The letter to Eisenhower was being

broadcast from Moscow as Shepilov was handing it to

I Ambassador Charles Bohien for transmission to Washing-

ton .214 Thus the USSR’ s willingness to commit Itself

militarily to the defense of Egypt and its plea for

I American cooperation would now be matters of public

record——as would be the American refusal. The lesson

I would not be lost on the Arab masses: when it came

I 
right down to it, the US would not support its words

with actions; only the Soviet Union could be depended

I upon for support in a crunch.

These first two messages helped to undermine

I the US position as a defender of the rule of law , but

I 
the Soviets had a more ticklish task. Their risky plan

would only work if events fell into place within a

I rather precise time frame . To reap full propaganda and

i 
2Li
~~ ve, p. 6114.
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I prestige value from their forthcoming threats , the

Soviets needed American behind the scenes pressure to

f effect a cease—fire after public announcement of Soviet

threats , but before a UNEF could be constituted and

inserted between the combatants. This called for

delicate timing . That the subsequent order of events

conformed to this pattern is a tribut e either to Nikita

Khrushchev ’s political acumen or to his luck.

Bringing forth the spectre of a wider war ,
I

alluding to possible Soviet military intervention , and

associating nuclear weapons with the Suez Crisis were

all steps calculat ed to increase American pressure on

I her allies. The next step was to publicly (but

ambiguously) threaten the colluders with Soviet

I reprisals if a cease—fire were not forthcoming . The

i messages to Eden , Mollet , and B~n—Gurion that were

broadcast from Moscow at 0100 6 November served this

I latter function. Any actions taken by the colluding

powers after receipt of the Soviet notes would be

I interpreted , at least by the Ara bs , as response te those

notes.

The notes to Eden and Mollet expressed essen—

I tially the same thoughts , though the wording of the two

notes differed slightly. The notes cited the danger to

I peace and the possibility that continued hostilities
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would lead to a wider war or World War III. Bulganin

called upon Britain to “stop the war in Egypt ” and

France to “stop aggression and to stop the bloodshed .”

Both messages cited the determination of the Soviet

I Union to use force to “crush the aggressors and to

restore peace In the East .” The portion of the notes

- that has spurred the most speculation are the ambiguous

allusions to Soviet rockets. The note to Eden contained

the following passage :

I In what position would Britain have found
herself had she been attacked by more powerful
states possessing all types of modern weapons

I of destruction? Indeed , such countries ,
instead of sending to the shores of Britain
their naval or air force, could have used

1 other means , as, for instance , rocket equip—
ment .

If rocket weapons had been used against
I Britain and France , you would have certainly
I called it a barbaric action. Yet , what is

the di f fe rence  between the inhuman a t tack
perpetrated by the armed forces of Britain

I and France against almost-unarmed Egypt .25

The following passage is contained in the note

I to Mollet :

I What would be the position of France had
( she been attacked by other states which have

at their dispos~~. the modern terrible meansof destruction?~°

‘~
5Text as broadcast by Soviet Home Service , 21145

5 November 1956, cited in United States Policy, p. 1814.
26Text as broadcast by Soviet Home Service , 2155

I 5 November 1956, cited in United States Policy, p. 186.

Li
II
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The note from Bulganin to Ben-Gurion differed

from the preceding notes in both style and content .

I Common elements were the citing of the threat to peace

and the demand to “halt Its military operations against

I Egypt.” But there the similarity ended . The very

existence of the Israeli state was seemingly threatened :

I Carrying out the will of other people ,
acting according to instructions from abroad ,

I the Government of Israel Is playing with the
fate of peace , with the fate of its own people ,
in a criminal and irresponsible manner; it is
sowing hatred for the State of Israel among
the peoples of the East which cannot but affect
the future of Israel and which will place a
question

2~pon the very existence of Israel asI a state.

Unlike the notes to Eden and Mollet , the note

• I to Ben—Gurion cited specific action to be taken by the

Soviet Union, i.e., the recalling of the Soviet

ambassador at Tel Aviv.

• 
I 

Significantly , t’~e appeal to Ben—Gurion ended

with the hope that “the Government of Israel will duly

I understand and appreciate our warning:t28 In contrast ,

the note to Eden was closed with the hope that “at this

critical moment you will show due prudence and draw

corresponding conclusions from this.” Similarly, the

note to Mo].let ended with the hope that “at this

1 2 Text as broadcast by Soviet Home Service, 2200
5 November 1956, cIted In United States Policy, p. 187.

28Ibid . Emphasis added .

I
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I 
decisive moment the French Government will show sober-

ness in the evaluation of the situation which has

( ar isen , and will draw the corresponding conclusions

from I t . ” Thus the ~mpl 1cation is that Isra9l must

I terminate its aggre.3slon In direct response to an

I 
explicit Soviet warning, whIle the notes to Britain

and France did not explicitly refer to themselve~ as

I “warn ings. ” The Soviet Union was merely pointing out

to the latter two countries that the “structure of the

I developing situation” dictated that they cease hostili-

29t ies.

Now that the critical components of the five

I messages constituting the t.hreat system have been

presente d , some genera l observat ions can be made .

I None of the threats constituted an ultimatum .

I 
For the most part , declara tion qf ’ a cease-fire was

un derstoo d to be the deman d , and this was as much

Implicit in—the structure of the situation as in the

I . 29”Significant nonverbal communication may
emerge from the structure of the developing situation.

• Therefore, analysis of coercive diplomacy cannot be
restricted to the verbal communications that the defend—

I ing power transmits to the opponent. Coercive per-
suasion depends not merely on whether the defending
power includes all three components of a classical

I ultimatum in its verbal messages to the opponent . The
structure of the situation as it develops and is
expected to develop must also be taken Into account .
See Geor ge, Hall , and Simons , pp. 29—30.

I
I

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Soviet notes . Only the note to Israel specified with-

drawal of troops from Egypt .

Definition of the sanction provides the means

by which the notes can be most significantly differ-

entiated . Shepilov ’s cable to the President of the

Security Council and Bulganin ’s note to Eisenhower

(subject to Interpretation) specified military inter—

vention under the umbrella of a UNSC resolution . The

notes t o Eden , Mollet , and Ben—Gurion specified no

particular sanction , but raised the spectres of both

nuclear ro cket attac k on Br ita in an d France and of

direct and unilateral Soviet military intervention in

Egypt . The note to Israel seemed to threaten that

coun try ’s very existence. Because of internal ambigui-

ties and directly conflicting vague sanctions , t he over-

all effect of the threat system .was to creat e the

understanding that a cease—fire constituted the demand ,

but that the sanction was totally ambiguous.3°

30Han s Speier presents an Interest ing interpre-
tation of the wide range of severity of sanctions
implied in the threat system : “The less severe threats
controlle d the fantas ies arouse d by the more severe
one s , while the more severe ones, in turn , Increase d the
intensity of the less severe. In addition , the lash ing
verbal aggressiveness of the severe threats was accom-

T panied or followed by cautious efforts to prevent
undesirable reactions on the part of the threatened
powers. The doctrine of this procedure may be stated as
follows: In order to exact compliance with an effort at
blackma il , the cost of falling to comply must appear

11

-~~~~~~~~
.-
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Of great interest is the fact tha t t he least
I frightening sanction , multilateral UN intervention , was

( the most explicitly expressed ; the most frightening

sanct ion , nuclear attack on Britain and France , was

I expressed the most ambiguously. Obviously more informa-

I 
tion is required before the threat system and the true

intention behind it can be correctly interpreted. The

I next section will detail the extent of Soviet involve-

men t in the Suez Cr isis pr ior to the issuance of the

threats.

I Soviet Actions as an Index of Resolve

I Diplomacy and Propaganda

From nationalization through the two London

I Conferences an d the UN debates , the Soviet Union con—

I 
sistently backe d Nasser ’s position. Shepilov defended

Nasser ’s right to nationalize the canal and warned the

I Western powers not to use force, since aggression on

their part might lead to “a serious conflict which would

• I encompass the whole of’ the Near and Middle East and

I disastrously high to the victim. But once fantasies of
disaster are aroused , they must be controlled . When
they are once aroused , the relat ively lesser cost of

I compliance appears a blessing .” See Hans Speier ,
Soviet Atom ic Blackmail and the North Atlantic Alliance
(Santa Monica, Cal if.: Rand Corp . RM—1837 , [1956]),

1 pp. 33—34 .

~ 
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I 
perhaps go even further.”31 When European canal pi lots

left their jobs on 15 September in a bid to demonstrate

I Egypt ’s inability to keep the waterway open , Moscow

dispatched a number of Soviet and satellite pilots to

help fill the gap . The Soviet Union consistently

refused to d i f f e r e n t i a t e  between the posi t ions  of the

I US, Britain , and France. SCUA , which was seen In such

different lights by Dulles and Eden , was simply an

“ imper i a l i s t  p lo t”  to the  Soviets.

I In the tense weeks between the failure of the

second London Conference and the outbreak of hostili—

I ties , the Soviet press took note of Israel’s obvious

I military preparations and speculated on the prospect of

col lus ion:

I As the Soviet press has already pointed out ,
the aggressive act ions of Israeli extremists are
directly linked with the Suez crisis , which Is

I viewed by Israeli ruling circles in a very
unpeaceful  l ight . It is being openly hoped in
Israel that the Western powers will use military

I force against Egypt , and there is a widespread
opinion in certain Israeli political circles
that any military action on the part of the West

I must be preceded or ~qcompanled by Israeli
mil itary operations .’-’

I 31Pravda, 18 August 1956, cited by 0. M.
Smolansky , “Moscow and the Suez Crisis , 1956: A
Reappraisal,” Political Science Quarterly 80 (December

I 1965): 5811.

Pravda, 22 September 1956, cited by Smolansky ,

• p. 585.

• 
33lzvestia, 114 October 1956, cited in Current t

II
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The first two days of November , a f t e r  the

Israeli attack was fully formed , after the Anglo—French

ultimatum had been delivered , and after the Egyptian

— 
Air Force had been destroyed on the ground by British

an d French air attac ks , published Soviet statements

con demne d the at tack , but there was no hint of military

• intervention.
- 

A page one Prav da an d Izves ti a stor y on 1

November charged that “the invasion of the Israeli

troops was obviously designed as a pretext for the

Western powers , primarily Britain and France, to move

the ir troo ps onto the terr itory of the Ara b sta tes ,

[ particularly the Suez Canal Zone.” The story included

the following rather formal and diplomatically worded

I admon it ion:

I The Soviet government considers that full
res ponsi bility for t he dan gerous cons equenc es
which may result from these aggressive actions
against Egypt rests with the governments that

I have embarked on the path of violatin~4
peace

and security, the path of aggression .’

The Soviet press , reflect ing the off ic ial

posit ion of the government , continued in the early days

I of November to denounce the aggression and to call for

Digest of the Soviet Press 8 (21 November 1956): 22

J 

(hereafter cited as CDSP).

~
4CDSP 8 (12 December 1956): 21.

I
I

I
I •A
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I 

UN Security Council action. Additionally, it was

reported that Bulganin had called upon Prime Minister

Jawaharlal Nehru of India to call an emergency session

of the neutralist Bandung Conference participants.

I Presidium Chairman K. E. Voroshilov sent a similar

letter to Indonesian President Sukarno.35

There was no hint of Soviet military inter-

I vention until the first of the threatening messages was

broadcast on the evening of 5 November. SyrIan

I President Shukrl al—Kuwatly, In Moscow on an offic ial

I 

visit , asked Khrushchev , Council of Ministers Chairman

Bulganin, and Defense Minister Marshal G. K. Zhukov

I if they could intervene :

Zhukov then unfolded a map in front of him and
J said: “Mr. President , here is ~~~~~ map, lookI at it , how can we intervene?” Kuwatly .

leaped from his chair and cried : “Marshal
i Zhukov , Marshal Zhukov , Marshal Zhukov , do

you want me , a poor civilian to tell you , the
star of World War Two , how to intervene? You
must intervene .” They tried to calm Kuwatly ,

J talking about the impossibility of military
intervention and how they would have to use
political means and act through the United

I Nations. . . . [Kuwatly] w~~ near to tearswith rage and frustration .’°

I 35Pravda editorial , 2 November 1956, cited in
CDSP 8 (12 December 1956): 22.

I 36Mohamed Hassanein Heikal , The Cairo Documents
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday , 1973), p. 112. In
judging the authenticity of the reported conversation ,

I it must be remembered that Helkal , editor of Al Ahram ,
was a close friend and supporter of Nasser. Also , The

I
I
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There fore , evidence supplied by Soviet press

statements and published diplomatic papers shows no

intent to apply pressure on Britain , France , or Isra el

by other than diplomatic means.

Actions of Soviet Milltary
Personnel Caught In Egypt

Forty 11—28 light jet bombers recently delivered

I un der t he Czec hos lova kian arms deal wer e the most

formidable offensive weapons available to the Egyptians .

Israeli concern over the threat these aircraft posed to

their cities abated only when the French guaranteed to

provide air cover over Israel’s urban areas. Embarras-

I singly enough , most of the Egyptian aircrews for these

I 
aircraft were in the Soviet Union for training , and the

Il—28s in Egypt were being operated by Soviet and/or

I East European personnel. Faced with the unpleasant

cho ice between watc hing its expens ive aircraf t shar e the

I fate of the res t of the Egyptian Air For ce or fl y ing

Soviet aircrews on combat missions against NATO-nation

I forces , “Moscow ’s immediate choice . . . was to regard
I discretion as the better part of valor and quietly to

evacuate the most valuable items of Soviet military

Cairo Documents was published after relations with
Moscow had cooled.

I
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I equipment and the m a j o r i t y  of the  Russ ian  exper ts . ”37

The bombers were flown out under cover of darkness to

I airfields In Syria and Saudia Arabia.~~
8 Assuming the

I 

Egyptian Air Force had some capability to operate a

number of the Il—28s themselves , the Soviet action in

I withdrawing all the aircraft (some were caught by air

attacks before they could be evacuated ) crippled the

I long—range offensive capability of Egypt .39

As the decision to evacuate the Il—28s was made

V shortly after the f irst air a t t acks began , it provides

I an Index of Soviet intent early in the crisis. The

apparent conclusion is that Moscow was interested in

I 
protect ing its econom ic inves tment an d ensurin g t he

noninvolvement of Soviet military personnel .

Actions of the Soviet Consul

I in Port Said

One of the many unresolved questions of fact

I 
associated with the Suez Crisis revolves around the role

of Ana toly Tc hIkov , the Soviet consul in Port Said.

J 37 Ra ’anan , pp. 169—70.

I ~
8W ill iam Green an d John Fr icker , The A ir Forces

of the World (New York: Hanover House , 1958), p. 285.

I 39lnterview with John Erickson , in Anthony
Moncr ieff , ed., Suez: Ten Years After (New York :
Pant heon Books , 1966), p. 119.

I I
II
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Historians are unanimous In reporting the uneasy de

facto cease—fire that reigned in Port Said from 1730

I to 2230 on 5 November. It is also generally accepted

that during the cease—fire loudspeaker vans toured the

I city inciting the recently armed people to continue the

I resistance. The will of the people to resist was

bolstered by reports that Paris and London would be

I 
destroyed that night by Russian missiies.110

Historians diverge on the question of Tchikov ’s

I role in instigating the broadcasts. Merry and Serge

Brom ber ger , French correspondent s in Port Said covering

the invasion , reported that Tchikov played an Instru—

I mental role in distributing arms to the civil popula-

tion and in mobilizing the loudspeaker trucks with their

I cheer y messa ge that Wor ld War III was at han d . In

contrast , Kennett Love re port s that Tch ikov playe d no

mean ingful role an d that the myth of his act ivism

I 
originated with hearsay and conjecture by one or two

high—level allied officers , perpetuated through

plagiarism from one book to another . Love reported

that Sala hedd en Moguy, c omman der of t he Egypt ian force s

at Port Said , or dere d the lou dspeaker trucks into the

IlO Love pp. 608—9; Thomas , p. 1115; also Merry
Bromberger and Serge Bromberger , Secr ets of Suez

I (Lon don: Pan Books , 1957), p. 1115.

1 1
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I streets himself. The truck crews were instructed to

“ say whatever  you l ike but raise morale. ” Moguy to ld

I Love that the Idea of announcing Russian aid came from

I 

the truck crews. 14l

Whatever Tchlkov ’s role , the significance of

I the truck broadcasts (the content of which is not in

dispute) is that they reflect the popular perception

I that the USSR was a rally ing point and a superpower

I protector against the imperialist world . Soviet

diplomacy and propaganda aimed at the Arab states since

I the Twentieth Party Congress had been effective. Though

Nasser continued to suppress indigenous Communism , the

I Egyptian masses were able to see the Soviet Union as a

I friend and benefactor.

Protests in Moscow and Soviet
Public Opinion

There Is no evidence of any spontaneous swelling

I of Soviet public opinion in support of Egypt . Other

I than contrived and formalistic condemri itions of the

aggres sors by var ious In teres t grou ps , there was a total

I absence of public clamor until carefully orchestrated

protest demonstra t ions  occurred in front of the French ,

~~~i I British , and Israeli Embassies on 5—6 November.

I 4lLove , p. 609.
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I Sir William Hayter , the English ambassador In

Mosc ow , reported that demonstrations on 5 November were

I “small and rather Ineffective. ” However , the next day ,

i 

following the previous evening ’s broadcast of the

Russian threats , “swarms of Ru ssians ” began to arrive

I in front of the British Embassy. They invaded the

Embassy courtyard and garden , but police guards posted

I between the inner and outer doors made sure they did

I not get Into the building itself.

The crowd was on the whole orderly and good—

I 
tempered ; they were overheard to praise the
garden; when they saw anyone at a window they
varied between cheerfu l greetings and rather
unconvincing fist-shaking ; they peered into

I the windows and climbed the walls , pinning on
to them illiterate slogans such as “Begone 142away from Egypt ” or “Hands off from Egypt.”

I Hayter was convinced of the “synt het ic nature”

I of the demonstrations.

In summar y , available evidence indicates there

I was no great public indignation expressed until 5

November even though France and Britain had been

I bombing Egypt since 31 October. When protests  did

I 
occur , t hey were mos t likely arran ge d by t he governmen t .

Therefore , the timing of the protests , if not the ir

I lacka daisical con tent , is a valid index of the position

il2Sir W il li am Hayter , The Kreml in an d the
Embass y (New York : Macm i llan , 1966), p. 150.

I
I

•
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I of the Soviet government . In this respect , the dominant

pattern begins to emerge: the Kreml in was extremely

I wary of committing itself until the evening of 5

I November , eight days after the beginning of the Israeli

attack through the Sinai and six days after Anglo-

f 
French military operations had begun.

I The Question of Soviet
Volunteers

I 

Khrushchev broached the subject of Soviet

citizens volunteering for service in Egypt on 23 August

I 1956 at the Rumanian Embassy. The remark went

unreported by the Soviet press until 6 November , the

I day of the cease—çire. 11
~ Peking Radio announced on the

I 

seventh that 250,000 ChInese had asked to join Egypt ’s

forces. Two days later All Sabry , Nasser ’s close

I political adviser , stated there .would be no need for

• volunteers if Britain , France, and Israel withdrew their

• I forces. Sabry , reflecting Nasser ’s desire to minimize

the Soviet presence , made it clear that Egypt had no

wish to accept volunteers at present .141
~ However , a TASS

14
~ Bruce D. Hamlett , “A Comparative Analysis ofBritish Foreign Relat ions” (Ph.D. dissertation , Claremont

I Graduate School , 1970), pp. l7~I—75; also Yaacov Ro ’I ,
From Encroachment to Involvement; A Documentary Study
of Soviet Policy in the Middle East, 19115—1973 (New York:• I John Wiley & Sons , 19711), p. 182.

114Facts on File 16 (7—13 November 1956): 3711.

1!
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statement on 11 November Indicated the Soviet Union was

still in the business of reaping propaganda benefit at

little risk:

The ardent sympathy of Soviet people for the
Egyptian people , as well as for the other peoples
of the East fighting for their national inde-
pendence and freedom is vividly expressed In the
numerous applications of Soviet citizens , In-
clu ding a large num ber of airmen , tank troops,
artillery men on reserve and officers who tookr part in the great patriotic war , requesting that
they be allowed to go to Egypt as volunteers to
fight with the Egyptian people to drive the
aggressors from Egyptian soil. . . . If Britain ,
France and Israel fail to withdraw their forces

the appropriate agencies In the Soviet
Union will not prevent the departure of Soviet

- citizens——volunteers——who wish to take part in
the struggle ~f the Egyptian people for their
independence. 5

I At a 111 November press conference Eisenhower

[ 

said it would be the duty of the UN , which would includ e

the US, to oppose efforts to send volunteers to the

I Midd le East, and that the UN was “not in any manner of

means limited to resolutions .”146 Act ing Secretary of

I State Herbert Hoover , Jr., told the General Assembly

1 

two days later that introduction of external forces

• would be a threat to the UNEF . After the American

• I statements, Soviet newspapers abruptly dropped all

mention of the drive to enlist volunteers. Egyptian

11
~ Pravda and Izvestia, 11 November 1956, cited

I in CDSP 8 (19 December 1956): 26.

46Facts on File 16 (111—20 November 1956): 385.

I
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I diplomats reported that Soviet volunteers had stopped

applying at the Egyptian Embassy in ~~~~~~~~~ On 19

1 November Nasser said there were no Soviet volunteers

I 
In Egypt and that none had been requested from any

country. Having borne the brunt of the Western military

I incursion without material help from the outside,

Nasser was determined not to succumb to a more insidious

I threat. On 8 December TASS stated that British , French ,

I 
and Israeli withdrawal from Egypt “naturally cancels

the question of dispatching Soviet volunteers for

I Egypt .” 118

In summary, the timing of Soviet threats to

I send volunteers to Egypt indicates ôn.ly overwhelming

I caution in matters leading to physical Soviet inter-

vention . That talk of volunteers did not reach serious

I proportions until after the cease—fire indicates that

propaganda value , rather than military pressure , was

I the primary motive.

I Why Were the Threats Delayed?

I The timing of the Soviet threat system is a

valid index of Soviet resolve to employ military force

I in order to secure a cease—f~re in Egypt . The most

i 
4
~ Ibid.

48 Facts on File 16 (5—11 December 1956): 1411.
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I revealing statement  concerning the e f f ec t  of t iming  came

from the Israeli  Chief  of S t a f f , Moshe Dayan :

I It Is perhaps j u s t  as well tha t  owing to the
situat ion in Hungary , Russia ’s threatening

i messages were delayed unt il t his date , the night
of 5 November , twelve hours af ter the last shot
was fired in Operation “Kadesh” [the assault on
Sharm al—Sheikh]. Who knows whether this Sinai
Campaign would have been launched if the Russ ian

• messages had been sent to Britain ,11France , and
— Israel before the 29th of October. 9

Dayan attributed ~he delay in the threats to

- the fact t hat the Sov iets were too preoccupied in

Hungary to c ommit themselves in any mat erial way to the

defense of Egypt . This hypothesis is readily support-

able by examining the chronology of Soviet involvement

in Hungary . On 22 October Hungarian dissidents began

to demand reforms, inspired by the recent Polish

successes. Russ ian tanks entered Budapest two days

later , ostensively invited by former Premier Imre Nagy ,

- 
though he later denied it. On 30 October it appeared

as if the Hungarian rebels had won the day ; moderate

reforris were announced and the Red Army prepared to

• withdraw from Budapest. When it appeared that Nagy ,

reinstated as Premier , was losing control to forces

demanding an independent and neutral Hungary , a debate

within the Kremlin leadership ensued on whether or not

• I 4
~Dayan, p. 186.
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I to intervene in force. The hard liners won , and on 14

November 200,000 Russian troops and 11,000 tanks moved

1 into Budapest to reestablish Moscow ’s control over its

errant satellite. The Red Army broke the back of the

revolution quickly, and Party First Secretary Janos

Kadar fled to the Yugoslav Embassy around noon . Thus

the Soviet Union was not sufficient ly secure in its

• position In Hungary until late on 11 November to be able

to take the diplomatic initiative in the Middle East .

Two events following closely on the heels of

the successful Hungarian intervention reduced the

- 
risks inherent In a strong Suez initiat ive.

The f irst of these was the clar ificat ion of the
- -  American positIon with respect to its allies. Until

11 November , Amer ican efforts to obtain a Suez cease—fire

were either thwarted In the UN by Britain and France or

ignored . “Could the United States have been playing

the game at which the Russians themselves excelled——

talk muc h, do little?”50 Before the Soviets could make

a dec isive move , they had to know the answer . Henry

Cabot Lodge gave them the answer in his vehement support

of Lester Pearson ’s plan for the establishment of a UN

II Emergency Force. The British represcntative , Sir

50Smolansky , p. 592.
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I P ierson D ixon , attempted to delay the vote on the

resolution , but “Lodge , with uplifted arms and admoni—

I tor y gestures , would brook no delay .”51 The reso lut ion

I establishing the UNEF was adopted by 57 to 0 at 0030

5 November. Lodge promised American support for the

I UNEF in the form of aircraft , shipping , trans port , and

supplies. The American position against its allies was

cast in concrete. For the first time , “the Soviet

- Union could speak boldly and carry a big stick without
I 

taking any appreciable risks.”52

One f inal event minimized the r isk of the

forthcoming Soviet initiatives--the surrender of Sharm

I al—Sheikh at 0930 5 November. The collapse of Egyptian

i resistance in the SinaI and the cease—fire that

immediately ensued between Egypt and Israel relegated

I the vituperative note to Ben—Gurion to an academic role.

At O1’46 6 November Ben—Gurion cabled Abba Eban in New

I York :

Inform Secretary General immediately that  Israel
agrees unconditionally to cease fire. Since this
morning 5 November all fighting has ceased be—
tween Israel and Egyptian forces Qfl land , sea

I and air and fu1~ quiet prevails.5~

• 

I 

51Finer , p. 1107.

52Smolansky , b c .  cit.

I 53UN document A/330l, cited in United States
Policy, p. 178.__
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I The Sinai cease—fire , besides eliminating all

r isk t hat t he Sov iet threat to Israel woul d have to be

I fulfIlled , completely undermined the already thin

I pretext for the Anglo-French landings. The British

and French at this point could only lamely assert that

I th e pur pose of t he lan dings was to stat ion troo ps

“between the combatants” pending the arrival of the

I
With the Hungarian situation under control , with

the US unequivocably opposing its allies at every turn ,

I with overwhelm ing wor ld condemna tion of the collu ders

expresse d at the UN , with Eden in failing health and

I beset by constant opposition at home by both his own

I Tor ies and Hugh Ga i tske l l ’ s Labori tes , it was easy to

foresee the quick collapse of the Anglo—French military

I 

adventure . The remaining task  for the Sov iet leaders

was to take advantage of that imminent collapse through

diplomatic moves whic•h would present the appearance of

• being both risky and decisive.

How the Threats Were Perceived

Grea t Br ita in

I Prime Minister Eden “considered that the threats

• in Marshal Bulganin ’s note need not be taken literally .”

Of all the pressures on him , he cited the Sinai

- I
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cease—fire as the most prominent determinant of his

I 
subsequent decisIon:

We had Intervened to divide and , above all , to
contain the conflict. The occasion for our

I intervention was over , the fir e was out .  Once
the fighting had ceased , justificati~~ for
fu r t he r  intervention ceased with it.~

1 Eden ’s Lord Chancel lor , the Earl of K i lmui r ,

I 
who remained “unrepentant ” on Suez , agreed with Eden ’s

evaluation of the Russian threat , stating that “the

I 

threats from the Russians of bombing London and sending

‘volunteers ’ to Egypt had no effect on us, and , indeed ,

I 
the RussIan bluster was curiously half—hearted .”55

I 
Kilmuir discounted the threat to the pound , the effect

of public opinion , and the “vitriolic frenzy of the

I Opposit ion ,” c i t i n g  instead the decision of the UN to

take r e spons ib i l i t y  as the prime f ac to r  in Eden ’s order

I to cease—fire.

I 
More balanced views are presented by British

staL ~smen not so closely iden ti f ied with Eden ’s policies.

I Sir W ill iam Ha yter , who was awakened in the middle of

the night in Moscow to receive the threatening message ,

I stated :

I 514Eden , p. 200.
55Davld Kilmuir , Polit ical Adventure: The

I Memoirs of the Earl of Kilmuir (London: Weidenfeld and
• 

• Nicols on , 19611), p. 280.t

I
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f It is clear enough from I ts text that its
intention was not to persuade the Prime
Minister but to put pressure on him , or at

I least to appear to be doing so. . . . Per-
sonally I later came to believe that this
decision was taken on other grounds , and

I moreover that the Russians when they sent
their letter knew that our collapse was
inevitable and imminent and cashed in on

I this by delivering threats they were sure
they would never have to carry out , thus
enabling them~~ 1ves to pose as the saviours
of’ the Arabs.7°

I Anthony Nutting cited the decisive Influence of

I political and economic pressures , stoppage of Middle

East oil shipments , the run on th e poun d , Amer ican

I pressure , host ilit y of the Commonwealth , and cond emna-

tion from the British press as the maj or reasons why

I Eden had to arrange a cease—fire . Nutting discounted

I the importance of the Russian threats, claiming their

purpose was to provide a means by whIch the Russians

I could “pose as cham pions of the Ara bs and ga in

I 
credence throughout the Middle East for their claim to

have stopped the Anglo—French aggression against

I Egypt.”57

If memoirs can be believed , the British paid

I little heed to the Russian threat . Eden ’s re p ly to

Bulganiri on 6 November noted that in light of the

~
6H ayter , pp. 1146—117.

I 57Nutting , pp. 11411— 145 .
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I Soviet Union ’s activiti e s in Hungary , it “ill—becomes

the Soviet Government to :peak of the actions of Her

I Majesty ’s Government. ~~ :- ‘barbarIc .’”~
8 However , from a

I historical viewpoint , the threat of nuclear attack on

Great Britain left a lasting impression , regardless of

I how Incredible it was considered at the time . The

British were frustrated because of their inability to

I counter the Soviet threats militarily. A corollary of

I that frustration was reliance on American strategic

power. The point was brought home most forcefully that

I Britain had slipped from the first rank of world powers.

Harold Macmillan succeeded Eden as Prime Minister in

1 January 1957 and established the restoration of Anglo—

I American relations as a primary goal. He resisted

conservative pressure for establishment of an indepen—

I dent nuclear force and in fact drew closer to the

American deterrent . Arrangement s were made for 60 Thor

I IRBMs to be stationed in Britain under a two—key

system .59

Randolph Churchill , before the American Chamber

~
8
~reat Britain , Parliament , Parliamentary

Debates (Commons), 5th series, 559 (1956): 76—77,

I cited in United States Policy, p. 199.

Andrew J. Pierre, Nuclear Politics: The
British Experience with an Independent Strategic Force
1939— 1970 CLoridon: Oxford University Press, 1972),
p. 1110.

I
I
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I of Commerce in London in late 1958, stated :

Britain can knock down twelve cities in the

I region of Stalingrad and Moscow from bases in
Britain and another dozen in the Crimea from
bases in Cyprus. We did not have that power

I at the~~ ime of Suez. We are a major power
again. 00

‘ 
Implicit in Churchill’s statement was that the

Soviet nuclear threat was a factor in the cease—fire

I decision , and by gaining a minimal deterrent force of

her own , Britain would reduce her vulnerability to that

I --  sort of pressure.

I France

France ’s reaction to the Soviet threat was more

1 complex than Britain ’s. Unlike the pound , the franc

I was in good shape. The French Prime Minister was not

subject to the intense criticism that Eden received

I from Parliament . Thus, the French Cabinet , under fewer

pressures, was sharply divided as to whether to continue

I military operations even after the British had quit .

I Guy Mollet was concerned enough about Bulganin ’s

note to have awakened the American ambassador , Douglas

I Dillon, at 0130 and summon him to the Matignon. Dillon

assured Mollet that the US would retaliate after a

I 6OTimes (London), lii November 1958, cited by

I William P. Snyder, The Polit ics of British Defense
Policy 19145—1962 (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University
Press, 19614), p. 233.
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I Soviet missile attack on Britain or France. Mollet

I 
wanted additional assurance about what the American

response would be to a Soviet attack on Anglo—French

i forces In the Middle East , but an unambiguous answer to

this question was never received.61 While Dillon and

Mollet were conferrIng, Eden called to announce his

decision to declare a cease—fi re . Mollet told Dil lon

I the French would have to stop also. When the French

i Cabinet met on the evening of the sixth to confirm

Mollet ’ s decis ion , opinion was sp l i t .  Foreign Minis ter

I Christian Pineau and Defense Minister Maurice Bourg~ s—

Maunoury , evidently totally unimpressed by the Russian

I threats,62 wanted to continue the operation independent

I of the British. They argued that once Britain quit ,

Israel would be released from her Sevres pledge not to

I cross the canal and could join forces with the French.

In the end , the Cabinet dissenters were swayed by three

I practical problems : (1) the difficulty of disengaging

I French elements from the combined Anglo—French force;

(2) the necessity to fight their way through pacified

1Finer, p. 1432.

I 62pineau says he never believed the rockets
posed a serious threat . Christian Plneau , L’ operation
de Suez, p. 14, cited by Anne K. Davis , “Sir Anthony

I Eden’s Response to the Nationalization of the Suez
Canal” (Master ’s thesis, San Diego State College, 1969),
p. 113.

I
I
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I British military units that held positions south of the

French; and (3) the prospect of operating without the

I protection of British carrier—borne fighter aircraft In

I 
the event Russian air support materialized .

The news of the cease—fire hit General Andre

I Beaufre , commander of the French forces, “like a blow

in the pit of the stomach.” Beaufre considered dis—

I obeying the cease—fire order and continuing south on

I 
his own author it y :

My mind was eventually made up by the existenc e
of this Soviet “ultimatum ,” the terms of which

I I did not know; In these circumstances , I
decided , I had no right to take so grave an
InItiative. . . ~~ So I decided to carry out the

I order received .0-’

In historical perspective , the French felt they

I were forced to discont inue a potentially successful

military operation because their lack of an independent

I nuclear force subordinated them to the alms of Amer ican

I fcrelgn policy. Thus, Suez played a significant role in

the genesis of de Gaulle ’s force de dissuasion .611 The

6
~André Beaufre, The Suez Expedition 1956 (NewYork : Praeger , 1969), p. 118. Beaufre had not heard

I the broadcast of the Soviet message, which was described
to him by another officer as a Soviet ultimatum .

I 
614Edward L. Morse, Foreign Policy and Interde-

pendence In Gau llist France (Princeton , N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1973), pp. 152—53; also Wilfrid Kohl ,
French Nuclear Diplomacy (Princeton , N.J.: Princeton

I University Press, 1971), p. 36.

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I lesson was learned : the existence of nuclear weapons

I 
was coming into the fore as a prime diplomatic means of

coercing one ’s friend s as well as one ’s enemies.

I Israel

I 
Bulganin ’s note to Ben-Gurion was of more

academic than operational interest , since all fighting

I between Israeli and Egyptian forces had halted with the

capture of Sharm al—Sheikh. Nevertheless , Ben— Gurion

I was Infuriated by the difference in tone and content

I 

between the note to himself and the ones to Eden and

Mollet . In his reply to Bulganin , Ben— Gurion noted that

I Israel had stopped fighting in response to the General

Assembly appeal. He further stated :

I Our foreign policy is dictated by our vital
needs and our thirst for peace. It Is not and

I 
will not be decided by any outside forces,. As
a sovereign state we choose our own path.0S

I 
As Moshe Dayan said , the effect of the threats

might have been radically different had they been

I delivered earlier. Israel, outside the protection of

NATO, would have been particularly vulnerable to direct

I Soviet intervention.66

I 6
~Pravda and Izvestia, 16 November 1956, cited

in CDSP 8 (26 December 1956): 214.

I 
66Michael Bar—Zohar, Ben-Gurion, the Armed

Prophet (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice—Hall , 1967),
p. 231.
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United States

Upon receipt of Bulganin ’s note proposing joint

US—Soviet intervention , Eisenhower immediately replied

that the letter was “an obviou s attempt to divert world

attention from the Hungarian tragedy .” The suggestion

of joint force outside UN auspices was “unthinkable. ”6~

Sources diverge as to how much impact the

threat system had on Eisenhower and his advisers. In

an Interview conducted some years after Suez , Eisenhower

discounted the threat’s impact :

As usua l, the Russian, when he threatens ,
he is trying to bulldoze you a little bit .. . . Long ago Foster and I had come to the
conviction that the last thing that the
Russians wanted was a war , a global war.

Every place they were threatening and
the Commun ists were making noises, the
Russians were always very careful not to use
their own troops. So we were just perfectly
certain that they didn ’t want to go to war.
Of course , neither did we. But we were not
the ones making threats around the world and
so we just told them that th is would be, well,
we just told them , really it wou ld be global
war if they started it, that ’s all . . . . We
didn ’t even, as I remember it , consult with
Defense or anything else.68

In contrast , Herman Finer reported that

6
~White House News Release , 5 November 1956,

r cited in United States Policy, p. 182.

68Love, pp. 6111—15. At the very least , Eisen—
hower did in fact consu lt with the National Security
Counc il, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Central
Intelligence Agency.

Ii
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1 Eisenhower and his advisers “were all terrIfied !”6~

In retrospect , the actual effect of the Soviet

I threat system on Washington probably lay somewhere

I between the reported extremes of nonchalance and stark

terror. 70

I Eisenhower ’s initial reaction was to seek

information. On the morning of 6 November U—2s were

ordered into the air over Syria to watch for possible

deployments of Soviet aircraft into Syrian staging

bases. Eisenhower decided to keep to his schedule ,

[ driving to Gettysburg to vote and returning in the late

E 
afternoon to watch the election returns . Half an hour

after he left , CIA chief Allen Dulles telephoned Sherman

I 

Adams at the White House and said new intelligence had

come In from Turkey that Indicated the Soviets might be

I undertaking a military initiative in the Middle East.

I 
Eisenhower was summoned back to the White House shortly

after noon , and a meeting of the military chiefs and the

6
~Finer , p. 1417.

r 70Reading between the lines brings one to this

J conclusion. Eisenhower ’s reminisces , afforded the
advantage of hindsight , very likely succum bed to the

I 
natural tendency to discount the effect of host ile
foreign initiatives on one ’s own policy process. Herman
Finer ’s statement must be viewed in the light of the
tendentIous nature of his entire book . His overall

I thesis is that Eisenhower and Dulles , rather than being
cowed by Russian threats, should have supported our
allies at a crit ical time .

I
I
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I National Security Council took place. The CIA’s

I 
estimate of Soviet intentions became calmer after the

i n i tIa l  report s of Soviet a c t i v i t y  were disconfirmed.71

I Admiral Arthur W. Radford , Chief of Naval

Operat ions , recommended taking some precautionary

I military measures as long as there was any quest ion of

I 
Soviet intent . Eisenhower agreed , and the Cont inental

A ir Defense Command , Sixth Fleet , Atlantic Flee~ , and

Strategic AIr Command were alerted.72

The most significant effect of the Soviet

I threats was to raise the spectre of direct Soviet

military intervention in the Middle East. Though not

I directly threatened, the United States was every bit a

i target of the Soviet threats as were Britain , France,

and Israel. Khrushchev, the guiding force behind the

threats that emerged under others’ signatures , knew he

I 71Speier, p. 39. Soviet troop movements in
Eastern Europe were reinterpreted as measures to seal
Hungary ’s borders. High flying jets over Turkey turned

I out to be scheduled Soviet MiG deliveries to Syria. An
RAF Canberra supposedly shot down at 145,000 feet over
Syria by a MIG turned out to have been downed by a Syrian

I 
Meteor jet fighter at low altitude. Reports of Russian
frogmen at Alexandria and Soviet requests to send war
ships and submarines through the Dardanelles were never
confirmed . See Love , p. 615; Finer , p. 1421; also

I Charles J . V. Murphy , “Washington and the World ,”
I Fortune 55 (January 1957): 81—83.

I 
72Speier, p. 38.
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I could not begin to threaten the US directly because of

I 
the dec isive Am erican strategic superiority. However ,

that did not mean the US was totally incapable of

I perceiving threat. Soviet m i l i t a r y  presence in the

Middle East , whether  under UN ausp ices or un i la te ra l

( initiative , would have proved disastrous to every

American foreign policy goal in that area of the world .

I The Baghdad Pact and “northern tier ” concept would have

I been totally undermined . Once Soviet forces had been

introduced into Egypt in any capacity, they would

I undoubtedly demonstrate a tenac ious ability to remain.

Through Egypt , the Soviets would gain access to the

• I Mediterranean and Arab Africa. The prospects for a

I wider war, as the threat messages correctly pointed out ,

would have been greatly enhanced because any forthcoming

I Soviet presence would have to b~e balanced by American

forces If that area of the world were not to be written
• 
I off by the West . The ambiguous allusions to nuclear

• I weapons that appeared in three of the five messages

were not really there to threaten; they were there to

I remind the US that the stakes of this particular game

• could go higher.

~ I The threat system effectively mobilized Schell—

I ing ’s strategy of mutual and shared risk. Obviously, the

Soviet Union would stand to lose as much from military
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I confrontation as the United States; but the US, by

pressuring Its allies to effect a cease—fire , could

I take the first step to reduce the probability that such

I a confron tation wou i d  ever take place.  Khrushchev had

one additional factor going for him : Increased AmerIcan

I pressure on Britain and France would not be Incons is ten t

wi th  es tabl ished American po l icy . By the time the

I threat system was operating , the US was already placing

I an ex t raord inary  amount of di p lomat ic  pressure on I t s

own allies. By mobilizing the risk of a wider war ,

I Khrushchev was apparently hoping American pressure would

be channeled into a more ineontrovertitle and decisive

I mode. It was.

I Amer ican econom ic pressure on Great Br ita~~ was

the decisive factor in bringing about the cease—fire .

I Eden considered the run on the pound “a more formidable

threat than Marshal Bulganin ’s.” British dollar

reserves fell by $57 million in September , $814 million

I in October , and $279 mi l l ion  in November , with the latter

• figure representIng about 15 percent of their total

I dollar reserves. Eden sa id , “This was a gloomy fore—

boding and could have been decisive within the next few

1 days [after 5 November] . ”73 In actuality it was decis ive

I Eden, pp. 201 — 2;  also Moncrieff , p. 25.
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I immediately. At the critical morning Cabinet meeting

on 6 November, Chance llor of the Exchequer Harold

1 MacmIllan , long a supporter of Eden ’s Suez policy,

I announced that  he could “ not any more be r e spons ib l e  fer

Her Majesty ’s Exchequer” unless there was a cease—fir’-

I The fate of the pound had been tied to a cease—fire ~~i:~
’

an American promise to back an In te rna t iona l  Monet u’y

I Fund (IMF) loan only if a cease—fire were forthcom ing

I 
by midnight .75 The cease—fire did go into effect at

midnight GMT, and the pound was saved , partly by the

I mere news of the American credits. On Friday 7 December

the House of Commons endorsed the withdrawal of British

I troops from Port Said . The following Monday the IMF

I 
announced it would release up to $1.3 bi l l ion to bolster

British dollar and gold reserves and to ensure the value

of the pound .~~
6 On 21 December , in anticipation of the

completion of the Anglo—French evacuation of Port Said

1 14Thomas, p. 1149, cited as “evidence of a

v Minister.”
I 75 Ibid., p. 150, cited as “evidence of a junior

Minister.” The vehicle of the American pressure was a

I telephoned plea by R. A. Butler , Leader of the House of
Commons, to his close personal friend , US Treasury Secre—
tary George Humphrey . Humphrey at that time made Amen —
can financial help contingent upon a midnight cease—fire.

• 
See Love , p. 625, citing testimony of a Cabinet Minister.

76Facts on File 16 (5—11 December 1956): 1110.
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I the next day , the US Export—Import Bank offered Britain

I 
$500 million in credits for purchases in the US , to

include much—needed oll.fl’

I The ambiguous threat system , ostensively

directed against Britain , France, and Israel, acted so

I as to threaten American foreign policy interests in the

Middle East. The Soviet threats persuaded Eisenhower

I to put decisive pressure on an already wavering Eden .

I The French , though inclined to proceed without the

Bri t i sh , were not able to do so due to practical con—

sideratlons. The Soviets were in an ideal d ip lomat ic

position to take credit for the cease—fire because

I disclosure of the actual American role would only

I embarrass and further weaken the NATO alliance. Moscow ,

through the judicious use of ambiguity, had turned

I military weakness into diplomatic strength.

I Egypt

Nasser took a real is t ic  view of the Soviet Un ion’s

role in bringing about the cease—fire . As early as 8

November, Nasser told the American ambassador, Raymond A.

Hare, “Don ’t worry about these Soviet moves [post cease—

I fire offers of volunteers]: I don ’t trust ~~~ big

77Pacts on File 16 (19—25 December 1956): 1426.

I
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power.”~
8 Two factors prevented Nasser from radically

changing his prewar opinion of the USSR. First , his

I basic attitude towards indigenous Communism had not

I changed; second , the obvious delay in the delivery’ of

the Soviet th rea t s  c lear ly  indicated  that  the Soviet

I Union was not prepared to take  real risks for the sake

of peripheral  in teres ts .  On 22 March 1959, at the

I height of the Moscow—Cairo split , Nasser noted that it

I took nine (actually eight ) days for Moscow to make up

its mind.

J We had not the slightest intimation of support
from any fore ign s tate , even the Soviet Union.
We relied on God and ourselves. . . . Had it

I not been for our firm stand during those nine
days , our whole country wQ4ld have now been
dominated by imperialism. ’~

I Smolansky notes that the Suez Crisis “touched

I 
off a slow process of deterioration in Moscow—Cairo

relations,” because Nasser real ize d that the Sov iet

1 Union was primarily interested in securing i ts  own

interests  “ and would not hesi ta te  to step on Nasir ’ s

I toes should the circumstances so require .”8°

I ~
8Dwight D. Eisenhower , Waging Peace 1956-1961

(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday , 1965), p. 97.

79UAR Department of Information , Pres ident Gama l
Abdel Nasser ’s Speeches and Press—Inte rv iews,  1959, p .

• ~~ 172, cIted by Smolansky , p. 51.
• 80Ibid., p. 53.

1
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I The United Arab Republic (UAR) was formed on

1 February 1958 as a means to counter increasing Soviet

I Influence In Syria.81 Nasser continued to pursue his

I 
policy of “pos it ive neu tral ism ” as much to counter

Soviet in f luence  as Western  imper ia l i sm.  It may seem

paradoxical that the Soviet Union agreed to finance the

Aswan High Dam in December 1958 when re la t ions  be tween

I the two countries were becoming increasingly s t ra ined.

I 
The explanation lies in a temporary confluence of short—

term in te res t s.  Egypt required financing for the dam ,

technical aid , low interest loans , and a stable market

for her cotton; the Soviet Union needed to consolidate

I its pos it ion in the UAR in the face o f Increas ing Ara b

I 
rapprochement wi th  the United States.82

Soviet and Egyptian long—term goals continued to

I diverge , however. Nasser wanted Western influence

curbed so that Egypt could attain full independence in

• 
I its affairs, while Moscow wanted Western influence

curbed so that  it could be supplanted by Soviet

8lJohfl S. Badeau , “The Soviet Approach to the.

I Ara b Worl d ,” Orbis 3 (Spring 1959): 78. After the UAR
wa s forme d , indigenous Communists were forced to go
underground . See Malcolm H. Kerr, The Arab Cold War;

• I Gamal ‘Abd Al—Na sir and His RIvals, 1958—1970, 3rd ed.
(Lon don: Oxfor d Univers ity Press , 1971), p. 11; also
Ro ’i , pp. 276—77.

I 820ies M. Smolansky , “Moscow—Ca iro Crisis 1959,”
Slav ic Review 22 (December 1963): 725; also Ro ’i , p. 272.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — — — . w - . _
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I inf 1uence. 8
~ That Nasser  was unable  to rid h imsel f  of

the Soviets in his lifetime is attributable to his

I naivite and inability to see how “no strings” arms

I deals , econom ic aid , and trade agreements could serve

as a vehicle for maintaining an influential Soviet

I presence in his country .

1 The Soviet Union

Though the th rea t s  went out over the signatures

I of Foreign Minister Dmitri Shepilov and Council of

I 
Ministers Chairman Nikolai Bulgariin , they actually

mirrored the political style of one man , Nikita S.

I Khrushc hev , First Secretary of the Soviet Communitist

Party. The final emergence of Khrushchev as “undis—

puted and supreme dictator ” in the post—Stalin years

I 
was marked by the forced resignation of G. M. Malenkov

and his replacement by Khrushchev ’s man , Bulganin , in

1 February 1955.85

Khrushchev ’s memoirs are inconsistent in

I descr ibi ng how the threat system ac tua l ly  brought  about

I p. 726.

814Adam B. Ulam , The Rivals: America and Russia

I Since World War II (New York : Viking Press, 1971),
p. 257.

I 
8
~Basil Dmytryshyn , USSR; A Concise History

(New York: Scribner ’s, 1971), pp. 268—69.

1 1
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I the cease—fire and whether the US was a purposeful

target . The following passage discount s the American

I role and refers to the direct effect of the threats on

Britain and France:

I The governments of England and France knew per-
f e c t l y  well that Eisenhower ’s speech condemning

I their aggression was just a gesture for the sake
of public appearances. But when we delivered our
own stern warnings to the three aggressors , they

I 
knew that we weren ’t playing games with public
o p i n i o n .  They took us very seriously. I’ve been
to ld  tha t  when Guy Mollet  rece ived our note , he
ran to the telephone in his pajamas and called

I Eden . I don ’t know if this s tory Is t rue , but
whether  or not he had h is  t rousers  on doesn ’t
change the fact that twenty—two hours after the 86

I del ivery  of our note the aggression was halted.

Memoirs released later support the interpreta—

I tion put forth in this chapter——that the threats were

I 
designed from the outset to prey on Amer ican anx iet ies:

We took several diplomatic and political steps
which  made it clear that  we were commit ted  to

I Egypt . We announced publIcly in the press that
we were recru it ing vo lunt eers and advisers to help
the Egyptian army . That had an immediate effect

I
on the  boss of the i m p e r i a l i s t s — — t h a t  is , on t he
United States——with the result that the Americans
put pressure on the Br iti sh, Frenc h, a~~ Israelis,
forc ing them to wi thdraw the i r  t roop s . °1

86 Nik it a  S. Khrushchev , Khrushchev Remembers ,
• 
I 

trans. Stro be Talbot t , w it h Intro duct ion , c ommen tary and
notes by Edwar d Cranks haw (Boston : Lit t le , Brown , 1970),
p. 1436.

8
~ Nik i t a  S. Khrushchev , Khrushchev Remembers ;

The Last Testament, trans . Strobe Talbott , with Forewor d
by Edward Crankshaw and Introduction by Jerrold L.
Schecter (Boston: Little , Brown , 1974), p. 3113.
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I One should not be surprised that the two

account s differ. Edward Crankshaw defended the

I authenticity of Khrushchev ’s memoirs on the very

I 
grounds that contradictions did occur. Crankshaw noted

that  “Khrushchev was a compulsive chatterbox ,” and that

I “his speech was filled with evasions , distortions ,

deliberate omissions , contradictions , downright lies.”88

I Khrus hchev ’s personal style is of great

I 
importance. The inconsistencies between the messages

and t he i r  in ternal  ambigui t ies  may be explained , at

I least in part , by Khrus hchev ’s capriciousness. Stated

differently, if one assumes t hat Khrushc hev was the real

I author  of the five messa ges , then their ambiguous

I 
nature  does not cons t i t u t e  a departure from Khrus hchev ’s

diplomatic style.

I Oleg Penkovskiy, who intensely disliked

Khru shchev , note d that the Sov iet military wa s ex tremely

I uneasy with Khrushchev ’s “adventurist” diplomatic style.

I 
He reported that  the General Staff fe lt as if they were

“sitting on a powderkeg” during the concurrent

I Hungarian and Suez cnises.8~ 
-

I ::Ibid.) ~.v i.

Oleg Penkovskiy, The Penkovskiy Papers, trans.

I Peter Der iab in , with Intro duc ti on and com men tary by
Frank Gibney and Foreword by Edward Crankshaw (Garden
City , N.Y.: Doubleday , 1965), p. 212.

I; 
_ _
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I 
Morton Schwarz not es t hat “the most pronounced

incongruencies are associated with the policies of

( Khrushchev ,” w ho was “inconsistent , ambiguous , and vague

in his threa ts  and b rand i shmen t  of Soviet arms that

I sometimes were something less than operationally

i deployed .”90

I The ambiguity of the threats was a reflection

of Khrushchev ’ s personal motives as well as his style.

Khrushchev was the architect of a Soviet strategic

I deterrence pol icy  based on miss i le  power .91 He was

I understandably eager to demonstrate the potential

coercive power of Soviet ICBMs to his own skeptical

I military chiefs . He saw the Suez Crisis as an oppor-

tunity to flaunt the newly emerging Soviet missile

I power under conditions of minimal risk. That the only

I 
Sov iet miss ile capab le of rea ching Lon don from western

Russ ia was still in the operat ional test ing sta ge92 was

90Mor ton Schwarz , The Foreign Policy of the
USSR: Domestic Factors (Encino , Calif.: Dickenson ,
l975), p. 181.

Raymond L. Garthoff , “Khrushchev and the

I 
Mi litary ” in Politics in the Soviet Union: 7 Cases, eds.
Alexander  Dallin  and Alan F. West in  (New York : Han—
court , Brace & Worl d , 1966), p. 262.

I 92 The T—2 (M-l03)  IRBM could carry a nuclear war -
head 1850 miles , but was not operationall y dep lo yed until
after testing was completed In 1957. See Frederick I.

I Ordway , III , and Rona ld C. Wake for d , Interna tional
Missile and Spacecraft Guide (New York : McGraw—Hill ,

II
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I 
only of i nc iden ta l  impor tance  to  Khrushchev .93 He had

too much to gain domestically by silencing the critics

I of his military reforms , and too much to gain inter—

I 
nationally by posing as the champion of the Arab world

and emerging neu t r a l i s t s  everywhere.

I The Suez threat system may well have been the

open ing roun d In Khrushc hev ’s campaign to revolutIonize

I Soviet military doctrine In order to take full advantage

I 

of nuclear weapons. Such a move made good sense not

only in strictly military terms , but also In t erms of

I Khru shchev ’s domestic programs and the ongoing Kremlin

power struggle. Transferring emphasis from a manpower-

I intensive ground strategy to a technology—intensive

I nuclear deterren t st rate gy wou ld save ru bl es that coul d

be channeled into long—overlooked modes of domestic

I 1960), Section II, p. USSR/3; also Moncrieff , p. 23.

I 
93”Khrushchev often boasts about the Soviet

missiles or spreads all kinds of propaganda about them .
Often a new—model missile is still only in the testing
stage——in fact , the tests may have proved unsuccessful——

I but there he is , already screaming to the entire world
about his ‘ach ievement s ’ in new types of Soviet weapons.
The idea o f Khru shchev and the Pres idium . . . is to

I demonstrate somehow Soviet supremacy in the nuc lear field
by any possible means. . . . In short , Khrushchev often
brags about things we do not yet have . Varentsov .

often says: ‘we are only thinking about those things ,
we are only planning . Even if we actually achieved some
successes here and there , we still have a long way to go

• 
• before we actually achieve the things about which

I Khrushchev keeps talking and boasting .” See Penkovskiy,
pp. 336—37 .

II
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I investment . The effect of such in~estment would bolster

Khrushchev ’s claims of socialist supenionity.~~
11

I Khrushchev ’s designs for deemphasis of ground forces

I and concurrent buildup of strategic nuclear forces met

great resistance from the Soviet military establishment .

I Soviet m i l i t a r y  doct r ine  had never accepted the concept

I 
of strategic airpower acting independently from Soviet

ground forces , in con tras t to the strong Amer ican

tradition of strategic airpower that was so strongly

re inforce d by Curtis LeMay ’s successful B—29 campaign

I against Japan.

Time and even t s were on Khru shchev ’s side. His

I Suez gamble was dramatically successful in demonstrating

I the value of intercontinental rockets for enforcing

Soviet foreign policy objectives in areas where direct

[ intervention might he difficult or even impossible.

Every Soviet rocket succ ess , of which the October 1957

I launching of Sputnik I was the most dramatic , ten ded to

r stren gthen Khrushchev ’s hand against the recalcitrant

generals. Marshal Zhukov was stripped of power in

I October 1957, and two and a half years later , Marshals

V. D. Sokolovsky and Ivan S. Konev , the last two

I holdouts from the old Zhukov administration , were

I ~
14Garthoff , pp. 255—56.

~ I —~~~~~~~ _L•J~~••_~~
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I retired .95 Khrushchev had won a dua l v ict ory : not

only had he removed the last remnants  of re sistance to

I his policy of strategic nuclear’ deterrence , but in the

I 
process he was able to consolidat e personal control of

the military establishment . Contrary to the American

I experience , when Soviet strategic missiles became

operat ional , they were not in tegrated into the existing

I structure of the armed forces. A separate branch , the

I 
Strategic Rocket Forces , was created in December 1959.

Since then it has been considered the primary service.~~
6

I 
When the Suez Crisis broke out , Khrushchev ’s

campaign to shift emphasis to nuclear missiles was in a

I critical transition phase. The Soviet Union , operating

I 
with a severely limited economic base relative to the

Unite d States , could not afford to produce long—range

I 
strate gic bombers and devel~p new ICBMs simultaneously .

One or the other had to be compromised . An overview of

I the bomber and missile gaps pr~ vides an effective vehicle

for understanding both how the compromise was established

95Ibid., p. 258.
• 
I ~

6Wil1iam F. Scott, “Soviet Aerospace Forces:
Continu ity and Contrast ,” A ir Force Magazine 59 (March

I 1976): 115. One might speculat e that the newly created
command might have had special loyalty to Khrushchev ,• 

• much as the American Green Berets developed a personal

~ I 
loyalty to Kennedy in the early l960s. See also Raymond

• L. Garthoff, Soviet Strategy in the Nuclear Age (New
York : Praeger , 1958), pp. 222—35.

1
I
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and how Khrushchev was able to cover himself militarily

during a period of strategic weakness. The Suez Crisis

I chronologically fell between the two gaps.

I 
The bomber gap began in May 1955 with the

deceptive fly—by of long—range Bison bombers , presumably

I in squadron strength. The West then became alarmed

that the Soviets had surpassed the US in heavy bomber

I production . In actuality, nei ther  US q u a l i t a t i v e  nor

I 
quantitative superiority in long—range manned aircraft

was ever ser iously challenged , but th i s  fac t  was not

I established until direct reconnaissance of the Soviet

Union by U—2s began in the Summer of l956.~~ Nat ional

I Intelligence Estimates of Soviet bomber production were

I 
revised downward , and the monthly production rate of

B—52s was reduced in April 1957.98

I The missile gap followed closely on the heels of

the bomber gap , since the inference was drawn that if

I the Sov iet s were not pro duc ing bom bers , then they were

I 
undoubtedly channeling the money into missile develop-

ment . The first Soviet ICBM firing In August 1957

97 Horelick and Rush , pp. 17-18; also Edgar M.
Bottome , The Missile Gap : A Study of the Formulation of
Military and Political Policy (Cranbury , N.J.: Assoc i-
ate d Univers ity Pr esses , 1971), p . 173 .

• ~
8Coliri S. Gray, “‘Gap ’ Prediction and America ’s

L I Defense: Arm s Race Behavior in the  Eisenhower Years , ”
• Orbis 16 (Spring 1972): 262.

W ~V - - ‘
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I followed by the launching of Sputnik I in October

spurred the perception that another gap had formed.99

I Necessary reliance on worst—case planning in the absence

I of hard intelligence as to Soviet intent resulted in

Soviet missile strength estimates that were predicated

I on potential maxlmw , production capability. When the

figures thus generated were placed alongside actual

I American production figures, a missile gap resulted.

I When It became clear in 1961 that  actual  Soviet missile

production was falling well short of the prognosticated

I theoretical c’tp~ibtl ity, the gap dissolved.
100

The Soviet threat system , falling as it did

I neatly between the two gaps , was related to both.

I Khrushchev was still able to take advantage of the

bomber gap predisposition to exaggerate Soviet strategic

99Ibid., p. 268. Roy Licklider presents a con-
flicting interpretation: the missile gap was the result

I of a delibera te dec ision of the Eis enhower admin istra-
tion to allow the Soviets to develo p a lead (pot ent ially)
in liquid—fueled ICBMs , while the US accepted the longer

I 
lead t Ime necessary to develop more efficient and un-
questionably superior solid—fueled missiles. The admin—
istratl n “decIded that the risk was worth taking , too k

I 
it , and in the end never had to face its ultimate test .”
See Roy E. Lic kli der , “The Missile Gap Controversy,”
Political Science Quarterly 85 (December 1970): 6114.

I 
100Bottome , p. 176; Llcklider, p. 611; also Gray ,

“‘Gap ’ Prediction ,” p. 272. Kennedy was able to act
decis ively In October 1962, not only because the US had

I superiority in both manned bombers and ICBMs , but also
because for maybe the first time since 1955, an Amer ican

..1..11.1.............LIIIltIuon_
kn ew

_
it !
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I power. More important , his rocket threat s against

Britain and France, if not wholeheartedly believed ,

I nonetheless were allowed to pass without substantive

I 
challenge. Khrushchev ’s strategy of mutual and shared

risk was vindicated ; prima fad e evidence of Soviet

( missile power had gone unchallenged by the Western

world , thereby laying the groundwork for the upcoming

I missile gap.

I 
The undeniably successfu l “adventurist” tactic

of rocket-rattling reinforced Khrushchev ’s personal

I style of brinkmanship that would manifest itself in

Quemoy , West Ber lin , and Cuba over the next six years.

I By 1962 even the Soviet Union ’s closed society could

i no longer serve as a shield to Western knowledge of the
I t rue capabi l i ty  of Soviet s t ra tegic  forces.

I A final passage from Kh.rushchev ’s memo irs is

most revealing:

I This statement by the Soviet Government [prospect
of Britain ’s being attacked by rockets] evidently

I 
inf luenced them . Previously they had apparently
thought that  we were simply b l u f f i n g  when we
openly said that the Soviet Union possessed
powerful rockets. But then thep saw that  we 101really had rockets. And this had its effect.

j 
(Italics mine.)

I Nobody had seen any rockets—-they only thought

they had.

~
0
~Khrushchev , Khrushchev Remembers, p. 1435.
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( Subsidiary  Mot ives  of the Threat System

I The Soviet threat system is theoret ically

important because of the saliency of subsidiary motives ,

I i.e., mot ives quite separate from the ostensive one of

I 
actually effecting a cease—fire in Egypt . Each of the

identifiable subsidiary motives is discussed below .

Gain Nasser ’ s Apprecia t ion
and Trust

I The path to hegemony or at least influence in

I 
Egypt lay through Gamal Abdel Nasser . If the outcome

of the Suez Crisis could be manipulated so as to place

I Nasser in Khru shchev ’s debt , the Soviet Union would

then have a stronger basis for mainta in ing i ts influ-

I
This policy goal ended in failure because

Khrushchev was unwilling to take the necessary risks

I that would have been entailed in eliminating the crucial

delay in the delivery of the threats. To gain Nasser ’s

~ I full appreciation , the threats should have been made

I 
while the outcome In Hungary and the American diplomatic

• position were still in question . Because an untoward

turn of events In Hungary or a change in the American

position cou ld have affected far more important

~~ I interests than the peripheral one of Egypt , these issues

I
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I had to be resolved before Khrushchev could commit him—

I 
self in the Middle East . The necessity to establish

priorities among conflicting interests contributes to

I the un ders tanding of the cruc ia l ro le of amb igu ity .

Penkovskiy later noted that after post—Suez

I attempts to exploit Nasser ’s nationalism had failed ,

I 
Khrushchev “prefers  to have Nasser ’s position grow

weaker and weaker, and he is even disposed to having

I Nasser removed and replaced by someone else.”02

I 
Ga in Phys ical Presence in
the Middle East

I 
One can di scern three separate bids to introduce

Soviet troops to Egypt , i. e . ,  wi thin  the  framework of

I the UN , in cooperation wi th  ~he US , and unilaterally .

All three bids failed , due in large part to Eisenhower ’s

I strong stand against any direct superpower Int ervent ion ,

I 
either within or without the UNEF . The prospect of

physical  in tervent ion was “cer ta in ly  g lit te r ing , ” 103 as

I it would have provided the USSR with an entr~ to
- • increased influence in Egyptian affairs and physical

I access to the Mediterranean and all of Arab Africa. More

I 102Penkovskiy , pp . 368— 6 9 .

M. Mackintosh , Strategy an d Tact ics of

I Soviet Foreign Policy (New York: Oxford University
Press , 1963), p. 190.

.1
I
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I importantly , it would have bypassed Dulles ’ “northern

t ier” tha t  was s p e c i f i c a l l y  designed to block Soviet

I access to Northern Africa and the Middle East .

I Gain Prestige from Favorable
World Opinion

I. Ensuring that the Soviet Union garnered the

credit for stopping the aggression was as important a

policy goal as actually bringing about a cease—fire .

— The two goals were approached differently . The

decisive factor in bringing about the cease—fire was

American economic pressure on Britain. This was brought

about by raising the spectre of direct Soviet inter—

vent ion in Egypt . The decisive factor in allowing the

r Soviet Union to take credit for the cease—fire was the

broadcast and publication of the rocket—rattling

threats against Britain and France.

• 

— 

Soviet interpretations of the Suez Crisis c i te
- 

the Russian threats as the decisive factor, usually

r alluding to their direct effect on Britain and France ,

rather than their indirect effect on the United States.

One account cites the “especially firm position of the

Soviet Union ”~~
11 Another typical accounts reads:

1 1 1011General Major N. Ya. Sushko and Colonel S. A.

I 
Tyushkevich , eds., Marxism-Leninism on War and the Army,
cited by William R. Kintner and Harriet Fast Scott , The
Nuclear Revolution in Soviet Military Affairs (Norman,

I
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I The clear and firm position of the Soviet
Union in defense of Egypt , its determination
to take an active part in the restraining of

I the aggressors , in the  restoration of peace
in t he Near East , in avert ing a new worl d war ,
proved to have a sobering influence on the

I 
rul ing circles  of England and France and to
have played a d~ 6~,

sive role in the cessation
of hos t i l i t i e s .  ‘

( Khrushchev himself noted that Soviet prestige

was enhanced “not only among the Egypt ian people , but

I among all peoples who had recently freed themselves

I 
from colon ial s laver y or who were still wa ging their

struggles for independence.~t l06

Expose the US as a
c r i t i ca l  Ac to r

I A subsidiary motive of the threat system was to

I c onv ince t he worl d t hat the US had not onl y fa iled to

halt the aggression , but had actual ly playe d an act iv e

I role in aiding and abetting the colluders. Walter

Laqueur notes that  in the diplomatic and propaganda

I bat tle between the two superpowers , Britain , France ,

I and Israel were only secondary factors. “The main task

was to prove to the Arabs that Dulles and American

Oklahoma : University of Oklahoma Press, 1968), p. 98.

I 
105The Suez Issue and the Imperialistic Aggres—

• sion Against Egypt, pp. 101—2 , cited by Dallin , p. 1118.

- I 
lO6Khrushchev , Khrushchev Remembers , pp. 1436—

37. -

I
I
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fore ign pol ic y had been the real cul pr its . ”107

Expulsion of the last remnant s of British and

French colonial influence in Egypt would leave a power

vacuum t h a t  wou ld most  c e r t a i n ly  be f i l l ed  by one of

the superpowers. Since both the US and USSR had

supported Nasser diplomatically between nationalization

and the beginning of hostilities (much the more painfu l

course for the US than for the Soviets), Khrus hchev

had to find some means of demonstrating Soviet willing-

ness to ta ke militar y risks on Nass er ’s behalf , knowing

fu ll we ll t hat t he US coul d never t hreaten military

opposition to its NATO allies.

Bul ganin ’s join t force pro posa l to Eisenhow er

was the means by wh ich the true Amer ican po sit ion woul d

be exposed. Before the note was sent , Khrushc hev

replied to a skeptical Molotov as follows :

Of course he won ’t [accept the proposal], but
by putt ing him in the posi tion of hav ing to
re fuse , we ’ll expose the hypocrisy of his
public statement , condemning the attack
against Egypt . We ’ll make him put his money
where his mouth  is. If he were really against
the aggression , then he ’d accept the Soviet
Union ’s pro posal for us jo intl y t o safe guar d
Egypt ’s independence.108

After the note was sent and rejected , Khrushchev

107Walter Z. Laqueur , The Soviet Union  and the
MIddle East (New York: Praeger, 1959), p. 2111.

l08Khrushchev , Khrushchev Remembers, p. 11311.

I
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u was exuberant tha t his purpose had been achieved :

So our note had done exactly what it was supposed

I to do; it had put the lie to the American claim
of being fighters for peace and justice and non—
aggression. They may have been fighters in
words but not in deeds , and we had unmasked

I them . 109

The contradictory sanctions enumerated in the

I threat messages can now be ~-~en as the direc t resul t of

t he ex ist ence of var ious su L sidiary mot ives , all of

which could not be furthered by identical statements.

The US was cer tainl y a tar get of the t hrea t sys tem, but

it would have been incongruou s for Khrus hchev to have

I threatened Eisenhower w i th  direct mi l i t a ry  fo rce .  For

I 
one th ing , the US and USSR had cons i s t en t ly  been on the

same side of the Suez issue diplomatically ; for another ,

I Soviet strategic power was so grossly inferior to that

of the US as to preclude that course of action.

• I Khrushchev hit upon the proposal for joint and direct

I 
Interven tion as the perfect veh ic le by wh ich to conv ince

all the Arabs that the US had only been providing a

I diplomatic front for her allies and that the US was

unwilling to take risks in the defense of Egypt . The

I truth of the matter was that American pressure, though

I 
very real , had to be applied on her allies out of the

public eye. Soviet pressure for a cease—fire had the

1091b1d., p. 1135.

I

_j t  J 
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I advantage of being under the bright lights. This one

facet of the threat system was a diplomatic coup for

1 Khrushchev.

I 
Widen the Existing NATO Rift

A seriou s rift between Britain and France on

I the one hand and the US on the other would have been

created In the absence of any Soviet diplomatic or

military initiatives whatsoever . Given the existence

of the rift , it was a subsidiary motive of the threat

system to exacerbat e it. Shepilov ’s cable to the

President of the Security Council and Bulganin ’s note

- to Eisenhower  were both m a n i f e s t a t i o n s  of t h i s  po l icy

goal.

The US was placed in a no—win situation. Any

— 
level of Soviet—American military cooperation in the

Middle East would have dealt NATO a crippling blow .

— There fore , the American refusal to participate in a

joint force was a foregone conclusion; yet the refusal ,

• as understandable as it was in terms of Western

political realities , provided a ready source of ammuni—

I tion to Soviet propagandists intent on demonstrating

American hypocrisy to Egypt and the Arab world . 110

I 
11°A typical Soviet interpretation: “The U.S.A.

did not ~tccept the Soviet offer and in so doing con-
firmed their participation in the military adventure

II
I 
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I In any event , the American refusal to join the

Soviets in a joint mi likary operation did not affect

I continuing efforts by the Eisenhower administration to

I 
force a cease—fire through quieter means . These efforts

could not help but create an atmosphere of bitter

( resentment within the NATO alliance.

I Further Khrushchev ’s Persona l
Mot ives

I
i. The threat system probably succeeded beyond

Khrushchev ’s wildest expectations in demonstrating the

I potential coercive power of Soviet strategic missile

might . One can easily imagine Khrushchev disarming his

I more recalcitrant generals with the following immutable

I 
logic : “If we can scare the West so effectively

without really having missiles , think what we can do

I after we actually have them!” After Suez, it would be

politically impossible to oppose Khrushchev ’s e f f o r ts

I to develop an ICBM capability rapidly.

I 
2. The tac t ical  success of the threats did much

against Egypt . During the entire period of the Suez
crisis the U.S.A. did its best to conceal its true role
of a pa r t i c ipan t  and even organizer of the campaign
against Egypt , hiding behind declarations of an t i—

I 
colonialism and hypocritical criticism of the British

L and French colonialist policy in the Near and Middle
East .” See Akademlia Nauk SSSR vostokovedenila , Araby
V bor ’be za nezavisimost ’ , p . 1914 , cited by Smolansky ,

I “Moscow and the Suez Crisis ,” p . 5911.

1. J • _ I~~ —~ 1
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I to undermine the position of those military chiefs who

still clung to the traditional Soviet doctrine that

I airpower (and by association , missile power) was only

I 
useful when tied to the support of ground forces. The

success of Khrushchev ’s threats would tend to silence

I those in the military who were critical of his “adven-

turism ,” and to make it easier for Khrushchev to remove

I them eventually. This process was In fact begun with

I 
the removal of Marshal Zhukov in October 1957. Suez

therefore had the same reinforcing effect on

I Khrushchev ’s policies as did the successfu l launch of

Sputnik I. Khrushchev ’s position as the leading

• I advocate of a strong and doctrinally independent

• strategic missile force was vindicated . His streng 4h—

• ened position then facilitated his later moves to bring

I the Soviet military establishment under closer persona l

control.

1 3. Khrushchev was successfu l in both taking

I 
advantage of and reinforcing the Western predisposition

to exaggerate Soviet military strength. The success of

I the Suez threats lay the groundwor k for t he forthcoming

Western perception of a missile gap . This was important

I because Western fears  of a m i s s i l e  gap would keep the

• West on the strategic defensive while the Soviet Union

I
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I was in the vulnerable transition phase from manned

bombers to ballistic missiles.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND HYPOTHESES

This chapter is divided into three sections ,

I with each building upon the previous one. First ,

substantive conclusions concerning the Suez Crisis are

I discussed. Next , hypotheses concerning the role of

I 
ambiguity in strategic deterrence are presented. The

hypotheses are expressed in general terms , as they are

I 
intended to apply to a wide range of cases. The final

section presents some methodological innovations that

I may prove useful in future research on deterrence

I 
ambiguity. Based on the findings cf the thesis , an

alternative to the two—party/one—issue model of

I deterrence is presented .

I Substantive Conclusions from
the Suez Case Study

I Conclusions in this section are historically

verifiable and substantive rather than theoretical in

I nature . They lay the groundwork for the theoretical

hypotheses that are posited in the next section.

1. The Soviet threat system is representative

I of ‘he class of threats in which the demand is explicit ,

$ t
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I but the sanct ion is ambiguous. The Sov iet demand was

that the forces of Britain , France , and Israel terminate

I all hostilities in Egypt. The threatened sanction could

I 
be interpreted variously as Soviet participation in the

UN Emergency Force , introduction of Soviet forces into

I Egypt as part of a mult ilatera l ef fort outs ide the UN,

unilateral introduct ion of Soviet forces , sending of

I Soviet volunteers to Egypt , nuclear missile attac k on

I 
Britain and Franc e, and employment of sufficient mill—

- tary force to jeopardi ze Israel ’ s ex istence as a state.

I 2. Subsidiary motives , i.e., mot ives other

than the ostensive one of effecting a cease—fire , were

1 salient in the Soviet threat system . As evidence of

I 
th is, the Sov iets delayed their threat s unt il the

imminent amphibious invas ion could no longer be

prevented. The threats were delayed until (a) the

Soviets could be assured of their eventual victory in

• I Hungary ; (b) the Soviets could be sure that the United

I 
States was irrevocably oppose d to the actions of her

NATO allies; and (c) the autonomous probability that a

I cease-fire would occur shortly in Egypt was so high that

there would be little actual risk in making the threats.

I Creating the impression that the Soviets had

effected the cease—fire was every bit as important as

bringing it about. One can present a strong argument

I II
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I that  Soviet goals would have been enhanced more by

continued Anglo—French aggression in Egypt than by a

I quick  cease—fire .1 Therefore , one must turn to the set

I of subsidiary motives in order to explain how , why,

and when the Soviet threat system was mobilized.

I 3. The missile threats against London and Paris

were bluffs in terms of Soviet capabIli ty In 1956. The

I Soviets had no operat ional miss iles that could reach

I London and only a few tactical missiles that could reach

Paris. The Soviets were grossly inferior to the United

I States in terms of strategic capability. If London and

Paris had been attacked with Soviet missiles , the Suez

I invasion would have paled in significance , and American

I retaliation would have been decisive .

In light of the strategic Imbalance between the

I two superpowers , Dulles ’ failure to expose the weak

mil i tary  basis of the threat s must be recorded as a

I major American policy failure. The perception that the

i Soviet threats had deterred further Anglo-French

aggression was allowed to go unchallenged. Khrushchev

‘The US would have been forced to use more overt
forms of pressure against its allies , thereby widening

I the NATO split . If the newly constituted UNEF actually
had to separate the combatants , Britain and France wou ld
have been even more humiliated by the Suez Crisis than

‘ I they were. See Smolansky , “Moscow and the Suez Crisis ,”

k. p.
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I was reinforced in his gambling style of diplomacy that

would lead the world down a path of crisis and confron—

I tation in the six years between Suez and the Cuban

I missile crisis.

11. The Soviet level of resolve to employ

I military force in defense of Egypt was low. Three

factors support this conclusion. First , any degree of

I resolve represented by the threat system was contra—

dicted by concomitant Soviet actions , which demonstrated

only caution and reserve . Second , by employing ambigui—

I t y ,  the threat system did not engage values such as

national  prestige or bargaining reputa t ion;  references

I to volunteers were ploys to avoid engaging these values.

I 
Third, the low level of resolve can be a t t r ibu ted

primarily to Soviet preoccupation with Hungary . The

I Soviet leaders were not about to embark on a military

adventure in Egypt while their position remained

- I insecure in Eastern Europe, an area of far more

i importance to them .

5. Generally speaking , the Sov iet threat system

I was much more successful in furthering Khrushchev ’s

personal goals than the goals of Soviet state foreign

policy.

a. To gain Nasser ’s appreciation and trust

(state goal): frustrated because of Nasser ’s
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I fierce neu t ra l i sm and d i s t rus t  of in ternat ional

Communism.

I b. To gain physical  presence in the Middle

East (state goal) : unsuccess ful because it was

• forcefully countered by American response to

I Soviet initiatives.

c. To gain prest ige from favorable world

I opinion (state goal): frustrated largely

because of counterbalancing e f fec t  of the

Hungarian repress ion.
p d.  To expose the US as a hypocr it ical

actor (state goal): bas ically successfu l, but

f the advantage gained was ephemeral. Exposure

r of Soviet tact ics in dealing with the Hungarian

Revolution neutralized many of the “moral force ”

gains that otherwise would have accrued to the

Soviet Union.

I e. To widen the existing NATO rift (state

goal): mixed success. One could argue that the

quick cease-fire actually saved NATO rather than

I hurt it. Britain and France both recognized

that their lack of strategic weaponry limited

I their ability to act In opposition to American
- 

I 
foreign policy. Britain reacted by drawing

closer to the American deterrent , while France

IL~
___
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I drew away from it and constructed her own

independent strate, ~c nuc lear force. Drawing

I Prance away from NATO can be considered a

I 
victory for the Soviet Union , but Suez was only

one factor  of many influencing the French

I decision .

f. To demonstrate the potential coerc ive

I power of Soviet strategic missiles (personal

I 
goal): successful because the implicit claim

of Soviet missile power went unchallenged by

I the US. Khrushchev ’s personal goal of creat ing

a doctrinally independent strategic missile

I force was furthered.

I 
g. To undermine the position of the

doctr inally conservative military chiefs

I (personal goal): successful because

Khrushchev ’s apparently successful employment

I of missile threats silenced his military

J 
crit ics , paving the way for their replacement

by generais who would owe their positions to

I Khrushchev and would be more receptive to his

doctrinal reforms.

I h. To reinforce Western proclivity to

I 
exaggerate Soviet military strength (personal

goal): successful as evidenced by the

II
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I subsequ ent missi le gap . Khrushche v ’s personal

gambling s ty le  of d iplomacy,  as long as he was

I dealing from weakness , depended on Western

i 

misjudgment of the strength of Soviet- nuclear

arms .

I 6. To t he extent tha t the Sov iet t hreat system

was instrumental in effecting the cease—fire , the

I mechanism of its success was not direct nuclear threat ,

I which was discounted at the time, but the ra ising of

American anxieties about possible Soviet military

I intervention in Egypt. The US, by bringing about the

cease— fire through economic pressure , was cut t ing

I Western diplomatic  losses in an operation t hat from the

I very beginning had contained the seeds of its own

failure.

I a. Reduced Bri t ish  and French military

strength forced a delay In the invas ion unt il a

I rapid fa it accomp~!.i was no longer possible.

b. The anachronistic colonialist operation

went against the grain of postwar emerging

L I nationalism and was sure to bring the wrath of

the UN down on the colluders .

I c. The nationalization as it was carried

I out by Nasser was quite defensible under

International law since traffic was not to be

II
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I restricted , shareholders were to be compensated ,

and ownership of the canal was to revert to

I Egypt in 1968 in any event .

I Theoretical Hypotheses Supported
by the Suez Case Study

Items in this section can be considered con—

I clusions as they relate to the Suez Crisis , but to the

extent that they have theoretical implications beyond

I this one instanc e of deterrence , they are hypotheses.

As such, they require addit ional empirica l support from

I quant itat ive des igns or qual itat ive designs emp loying

an expanded dat a base.

To preserve continuity, sect ion head ings are

I consistent with  those used in Chapter III. Though some

of the hypotheses are similar to findings from the

I survey of literature , they are listed here separately

I to emphasize the value of the h i s to r i ca l—ana ly t i c

- • method for isolating variables and generating

I hypotheses.

1 Funct ions of Ambigu ity

1. Ambigu ity enables a threat to perform a

I communications function. The Soviet threat system

I 
marked the transition from a diplomatic to a military

• context , and In so doing communicated to the targets

I
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I that higher level interests had been engaged.2

Ambiguity allowed the Soviet Union to employ its

I nuclear power as a diplomatic means of influence

I 
without arousing a dysfunctionally high level of fear.

Thus the use of ambiguity shaded the meaning of the

I threat system to the following: “I am prepared to use

convent ional military force directly and nuclear force

I diplomaticaliy as a means of influence.” It is one of

I 
the paradoxes of the nuc lear age that the superpowers ,

though overwhe lmingly superior to the rest of the world

I in nuclear arms, have great difficulty in bringing the

weight of this nuclear superiority to bear in specific

cases. Ambigui ty  func t ions  so as to allow a superpower

to bring its nuclear forces to bear on these spec ific

interest here is Edward Azar ’s theory that

E over a period of time nations e~stablish between them an
interaction range known as the “normal relations range”
(NRR). The upper threshold of the NRR marks that level

I of’ hostility above which signals are regarded as unac-
ceptable. Interaction above the upper threshold of the
NRR implies that a crisis situation has set in. Within
the framework of Azar ’s theory, one could argue that
ambiguity serves an important function of reducing fear
arousal and enhancing communications when interaction
between two states escalates to the point where they are
in the transit ion phase from the NRR to cr isis condi-
tions. This hypothesis is contradicted (this author
feels incorrectly ) by Azar , who holds that ambiguity

I tends to disappear when two nations begin to interact
outside the thresholds of their NRR . See Edward A. Azar,
“Conflict Escalation and Conflict Reduction in an
International Crisis: Suez 1956 “ Journal of Conflict

I Resolution 16 (June 1972): l814—~6.

I
I
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1 issues.3

2. Ambiguity provides the mechanism by which a

I third party may be established as a target, even though

I 
it is not d i rec t ly  threatened . Soviet military threats

were directed only towards Britain , France, and Israel,

I but the mechanism by which the cease—fire was brought

about was American economic pressure on Britain. The

American pressure was spurred by anxieties raised

I 
through the spectre of Soviet intervention in Egypt .

Of theoretical importance is the fact that a state need

I only perce ive its interest s to be threat ened for it to

be the target of a threat . The Soviets were unable to

I threaten the US directly due to the disparity in

I 
strategic arms.

3. Ambiguity protects a state ’s long—term I’

I goals which may be jeopardized t~y the use of a deterrence

strategy to further short—term goals . During the Suez

I Crisis , tradit ionally expans ionist Soviet foreign policy

I 
came in conflict with the supreme long—term goal of

preserving the Soviet state. An explicit threat on

I Egypt ’s behalf would have increased the possibility of

war , thus  endangering the long-term goal of na t ional

3mis func t ion  may be par t icu lar ly  appl icable  to

I 
those cnses such as Suez in which there is pronounced
asymmetry between source and target military capabili-
ties.

I
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I survival. Ambiguity ensured that commitment to mili-

tary force was not created through the engagement of

I values such as national prestige and bargaining reputa—

I tion . Ambiguity allowed the Soviet Union to minimize

risk to national survival while aggressively pursuing

I short—term foreign policy goals.

4. Ambiguity is useful for taking advantage of

I the target’s predisposition to exaggerate the source ’s

I capabilities. It is evident that the Soviet threat

system relied upon the same sort of Western perceptions

I that spawned the bomber gap in 1955. Throughout the

Cold War the West consistent ly overestimated Soviet

I capabilities In the absence of hard intelligence. One

I 
would expect that this function of ambiguity has gone

into decline since the advent of sophisticated satellite

I reconnaissance systems . However, one must remember that

these systems are only available to the superpowers.

I In deterrence relationships between states not privy to

I the inte lligence gained from satellite sensors , this

function of ambiguity will continue to be important .

I 5. A funct ion  of ambiguity is to reinforce the

target ’s predisposition to exaggerate source capability.

I The Suez Crisis was followed closely by the perception

- I 
of a missile gap and by decisive British and French

moves to enhance their capability to counter Soviet

I
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I nuclear power. The fact that the means chosen by the

British and French totally diverged does not detract

I from the fact that these post-Suez moves were motivated

I 
by feelings of helplessness when confronted by (evident)

Soviet strategic missile power.

I Creating Ambigulty

I l. The decision makers of a closed society are

able to employ ambiguity as a manipulable policy tool

( more easily than decis ion makers of a democratic soc iety .

The Suez case s tudy of course provides no comparative

I data on the f ac i l i t y  wi th  which  democratic states can

I employ ambiguity in their threats. However, one cannot

fa i l  to  be impressed by the facility with which

I Khrushchev was able to deliver mutually conflicting and

internally ambiguous messages to five addressees in a

I short period of time . A closed society affords its

dec ision makers the follow ing advantages :

a. No adversary report ing by an independent

I free press.

b. Noise is rest r ic ted, if not eliminated .

I c. Dissent among decision makers Is not

publicized . In contrast , Anthony Eden was

severely weakened by Hugh Gaitskell’s avowed

I intent ion “through the influence of public

I
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I opinion , to br ing every pressure to bear upon

the Government to withdraw from the impossible

I situation into whIch they have put us.” 11

I Undoubtedly there was dissent among Soviet

decision makers , but it was effectively hidden

I from view .

d. It is much easier for a closed society

I to hide its true level of resolve from the

I target . Misleading intelligence reports

reaching Wash ington on the morn ing of 6

1 November played into Khrushchev ’s han d because

th ere were few oth er indicat ions of resolve

I which might have provided a more realistic

I backdrop .

e. It is more d i f f i c u l t  to discern the

I true level of’ military capability of a closed

society. Ambiguity builds upon uncertainty,

I and the bomber and missile gaps that flanked

the Suez Crisis attest to the level of uncer-

ta inty and deception that  e ixsted at the  time .

14Great Britain , Parliament , Parl iamentary
Debates (Commons), 5th series , 558 (1956): 11462, cited

I by Leoii D. Epstein , “Partisan Foreign Policy; Britain in
the Suez Crisis , ” World Pol i t ics  12 (January 1960):
208.

• 
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I 2. The simultaneous issuing of contradictory

messages is a means of creating ambiguity. Each

I message had Internal ambiguities , but the threat system

I 
as a whole was ambiguous due to the vast contradictions

between messages , espec ia lly in terms of the sanct ion

I that would be imposed if a cease—fire were not forth-

coming.

I 
_________________________________Determinant s of Ambig~iity

1 1. Ambiguity is correlated with the salience

I 
of subsidiary motives . While ambiguity may detract

from the strictly military deterrence value of a threat ,

I 
it may enhance subsidiary goals. In the Type I

Deterrence relationship between the superpowers ,

ambiguity is low because the primary goal of national

survival Is much more sal ient  than any subsidiary

I motivat ions. However , in situations such as Suez ,

I detterent threats do much more than just threaten .

Subsidiary motives are extreme ly important , and the

I result  is a high degree of’ ambiguity.

I 
If there are a number of subsidiary motives

behind a threat , any given statement w ill af fect each

I motive di f ferent ly.  In the ex t rem e case , a given

statem ent might su ppor t one mot ive and detra ct from

I another. Therefore when conflicting interests are

-~ I
- I
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$ affected by the communication of a deterrent threat ,

the nature of that threat will be dictated by compro—

I mises. The character of the compromises will be

I 
determined by the relative priority of all affected

goals. The resultant tradeoffs surface as ambiguity .

I The targets of the Suez threat system saw only

the tip of the iceberg when they tried to make sense

I out of the contradictory and ambiguous messages. The

I 
hidden part of the iceberg was the set of subsidiary

motives , known only to the source. Only by looking

I behind the ostensive goal of deterrence can the target

of an ambiguous threat perceive ambiguity as a rational

1 strategy . In terms of policy relevance , the target of

i a threat may not always know what constitutes the

complete set of subsidiary motivations, but if his

I conceptual frame inciudes provi.sion for these motives ,

then the existence of ambiguity at least shows him where

I to look. Ambiguity then becomes an explainable

I 
phenomenon and not the enigma it is under the two-party!

one— issue model of deterrence behavior .

‘ I 2. Ambiguity in threats emanating from a

closed society is indicative of dissension among foreign

I policy elites.

I S. I. Ploss, after noting the discordant nature

of Soviet foreign policy pronouncements prior to the

I
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I emplacement of Soviet missiles in Cuba , noted that

various regime spokesmen came out with varying policies

I and views , casting a shadow over the usually monolithic

‘ 
Soviet foreign policy. Floss posited the following

hypothesis:

Political systems with a low toleranc e for
dissent are not free of the foreign pol icy
uncertainties that characterize t~ e pol itical

I processes of more open societies.’

Common sense would dictate the truth of the

hypothesis. The image of a monolithic foreign policy

I 
can be maintained only insofar as the decision makers

of a closed society are able to resolve policy differ—

ences behind closed doors. The resultant policy state—

ment may be monolithic , but it may also be ambiguous.

I Thus the ambiguity of the Suez threet system may be a

I 
reflection of dissension between the flamboyant

Khrushchev and his more conservative military chiefs .

I The military was extremely uncomfortable with the

Soviet missile threats, first because the Red Army was

I heavily committed in Eastern Europe at the time , and

second , the military would have had to pick up the

pieces if Khrushchev ’s diplomacy had backfired. That a

‘. I more explicit statement of’ the Soviet nuclear threat was

5s. I. Ploss, “The Uncertainty of Soviet ForeignI Policy,” World PolitIcs 15 (AprIl 1963): 146 11.

U
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I not made may have been Khrushchev ’s sop to the military

establishment , reflecting a lack of consensus at the

I hIghest levels.

3. The capriciousness and personal style of

key decision makers must be considered as determinants

I of ambiguity. Personality variables have always been

the bane of systematic and scientific study of foreign

I policy formulation . However, It Is an inescapable fact

I that the ambiguous nature of the Soviet threat system

employed In the Suez Crisis was consistent with

Khrushchev ’s personal style of diplomacy.

1~• The set of subsidiary mot~~~’s of a deterrent

I threat must include the personal m of key

decision makers as well as state motives. The apparent

I success of the Soviet nuclear threats played into

I Khrushchev ’s personal hand to such an uncanny degree

that it is reasonable to conclude that Khrushchev

I subverted Soviet foreign policy In the Suez Crisis to

I his own personal goals.

t Effects of Ambiguity

1 1. Existence of an explicit demand Inhibits

1 dysfunctional coping behavior that otherwise might

result from a highly ambiguous sanction. The graphic

I approach illustrated by Figure S4, page 138, Is
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I supported by the Suez case study . Ambiguity of sanction

was extremely high , so the threat was operating far to

I the right on Graph III, In the area in which one would

i expect the rate of target compliance to drop off

rapidly were It not for the stabIlizIng influenc e of an

I explicitly understood demand .

Methodological Implications

1 1. AmbIguity of demand and sanction must be

treated as separate variables In the scientific study

of deterrence behavior . Their causes are differentia-

ble, and in terms of fear arousal arid target compliance ,

I their effects may be radically different .

1 2. AmbiguIty must be treated as both a

dependent and Independent variable in the empirically

I supported supposition that ambiguity has both causes

and effects. The exIsting literature is heavily biased

I towards treatment of ambiguity as an independent

r 
variable. However, there are any number of reasons why

uncertainty may manifest itself’ as ambiguity in the

I statement of a deterrence threat . One significant

reason Is that a nation may be forced to make a

I deterrence attempt at a given time because of existing

I alliance structure, commitments, or domestic pressures

even though internal foreign policy uncertainties may

I

I
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I still exist . The nation ifl such a case hedges its bet

through the use of ambiguity——as much to placate

I Internal interests as to Influenc e external ones.

I 3. The importance of personality variables in

the Suez case dictates that qualitative research

I designs will continue to be important In deterrence

research. The personality, diplomatic style , and

I personal motives of Khrushchev played key roles In the

I 
definition of an ambiguous Soviet threat system .

Qualitative case study designs are better adapted to

I the study of these factors than quantitative designs .

11. The Soviet threat system does not conform

I to the two—party/one—Issue model of classical deterrence

I 
theory . This Is true for two reasons. First , deterring

continued Anglo—French aggression In Egypt was at best

I only one of many motives , and aj worst may have been

one of the lesser of those motives. Second , the Soviet

I threat system was only one of many factor s behind the

ultimate cease—fire decision. It most certainly had no

bearing on the Israeli cease—fire , which had been In

I effect for a half day prior to receipt of the Soviet

threats.

1 FIgure 9 Illustrates an alternative model that

I 
more accurately depicts the relationship between the

Soviet threat system and the actual decision to declare
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I a cease—fire. One would suspect that the model Is

applicable to many Instances of “pure ” deterrence. The

I model is more com p lex than the normal model of deterrence

I interac tion , but to the extent tha t  It more ac curate ly

represents the true situation , it should be an aid to

analysis. At the very least , the model demonstrates

that treating the Soviet threat system as an Instance

I of pure military deterrence is grossly simplistic and

I 
misleading .

5. The criteria by which deterrent threats are

I judged need to be changed . The two traditional criteria

have been compliance with the source ’s demand and non—

I recourse to military force. Analysts  may continue to

judge a deterrence attempt by its degree of’ success ,
1 but “success ” must be broadened to Inclu de t he degree

I to which the deterrenc e attempt fulfills subsidiary

motives.

t I The major disadvantage of including subsidiary

I 
motives in the deterrence model is that the model no

longer depicts a tidy dyadic relationship amenable to

I simple coding and analysis. However, any inconvenience

incurred by making the model more complex is outweighed

by the fact that the new model more closely reflects

reality. All models sacrifice some of their analogical

validity in order to facilitate analysis , but subsidiary

II
I
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I mot ives are too important a determinant of deterrence

behavior to be ignored .

This thesis has examined the role of ambiguity

I 
in strategic deterrence from both a theoretical and

historical standpoint . If the substanc e of the thesis

I has pointed toward s any single overall conclusion , it

is that deterrence theory has become separated from the

I maInstream of international relations. Deterrence

theor ists must now realize that their subject Is as

I much concerned with competing objectives and pragmatic

compromise strategies——with political considerations——

as any other subject of International relations . In a

I sentence , the role of ambigui ty  Is to form a link

I 
between the highly specialized and purely military

concept of deterrenc e and the more general context of

international relations in which it Is imbedded .

I

I I
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Utility of Clarity

1. Clarity of demand and sanction tend to

I enhance the credibility of a given threat .

2. In the presence of ambiguity,  the target will

I rely more heavily than otherwise on the source ’s

I concomitant act ions as an index of the source ’s t rue

intent and degree of resolve.

1 3. Clar ity enhances credibility by compensat ing

for the inabil ity to validate empirically the source ’s

I resolve to use nuclear weapons.

I 14 . Clarity in threats creates as well as

commun ic.~.tes commitment by engaging values such as

I national prestige and bargaining reputation .

5. Clarity enhances credibility by engaging a

I strategy of automat ism, i.e., creating the perception

I that the source has no choice but to employ the

specified sanction if the target does not fulfill the

I demand.

6. The least ambiguous method of communicating

I a threat is through use of an ultimatum . HI:torically ,

i ultimatums have reflected more of a desire on the part

of the source to initiate a war than to deter it.

I
I
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Funct ions of Ambiguity

1. Ambiguity detracts from automatism by ‘~~nding

I to preserve options rather than limit them .

2. Ambiguity tends to reduce the credicihity of

I a threat , thereby making compliance less likely .

I 3. Ambiguity allows the source to reinterpret

the meaning of his own threat as the international

I situat ion becomes clar if ied.

11. Ambiguity allows the source to modify his

I position in accordance with feedback obtained from the

I 
target.

5. Ambiguity allows the source to take

I advantage of the target ’s predisposit ion to interpret

the threat conservatively . Such a predisposition is

I often the result of worst case f lanning and the tendency

I to emphasize an adversary ’s capabilities rather than his

intent .

I 6. An ambiguous threat tends to make target

compliance more likely because it engages the target’s

I pride and prestige to a lesser extent . The target is

I not so humiliated in complying with an ambiguous threat

as with an explicit one .

I 7. Complete clarity may be self—defeating in

~1
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I that source capabilit ies or force dispos it ions may be

compromised .

1 8. Ambiguity is useful In convey ing the actual

ambivalence of the source on a particular issue .

9. Ambiguity enhances the communications

I function of a threat by reducing fear arousal.

Creating Ambiguity

I 
Ambiguity may be created by the following means:

1. Information lack; conflicting information;

I informat ion overload

2. Noise

1 3. Verbal behavior , as opposed to actions

I 
11. Potentially unreliable intermediaries

5. Military maneuvers and changes in the

I dispos ition of forces

6. Manipulating the shared risk of war

1 7. Instilling doubt as to Identity of the

source

Determinants of Ambiguit~j

1 1. Total clarity in cross—cultural communica-

~ I 
tions is impossible. Even in good faith , some degree of

ambiguity will persevere.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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I provocation below which the threat is not operable.

This threshold usually remains undefined .

I 3. The future is always uncertain , and bets must

I 
be hedged . One must allow himself a degree of flexi-

bility with which to cope with uncertain future events.

I 14. Ambiguity often accurately reflects the

ambivalence of source decision—makers as to what

I behavior cons ti tutes a challenge to the deterrence

I 
attempt.

5. Deterrence threats must simultaneously

I maximize two incompatible goals: avoidance of war and

defense of specific policy interests. Deterrence

I behavior may tend to oscillate between the two goals,

thereby creating an overall impression of ambiguity.

Effects of Ambiguity

Conclusions of this section are tentative since

I much more laboratory and simulation research is required

to verify them . They represent the best possible

consensus after a survey of available literature .

I 1. Very high and very low degrees of ambiguity

act so as to increase the target’s level of fear arousal.

~ I 2. As fear arousal increases, the target will

Increase the level of coping behavior .

3. Very high levels of fear arousal may Induce
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irrational or dysfunctional manifestations of coping

behavior . The existence of an explicit demand acts so

I as to block the dysfunctional effects of high fear

I arousal , which may have been create d by either extremely

explicit or extremely ambiguous sanctions.

I a. Very high and very low degrees of

ambiguity of sanction tend to reduce the probability of

I target compliance in corijuction with an ambiguous demand

I arid to increase probability of compliance in conjuct ion

wit h an explicit demand .

I 14~ Intolerance of ambiguity will generate coping

behavior des igned to reduce the level of ambiguity.

I Understanding of this coping behavior is not yet well

‘ 
enough advanced to be able to predict confidently when

such coping behavior will benefit or when it will harm

I the source ’s goal of influencing the target ’s behavior .

5. Moderately ambiguous statement of a threat ,

I by reducing fear arousal and subsequent defensive coping

I attempts , enhances the communicat ions function of a

threat .

6. To the extent that communication increases

cooperation and conciliation, the presence of ambiguity

I acts to keep a given threat system within a diplomatic

I 
rather than purely military context , thereby increasing

the chances that war will be avoided .ii 
~~~~~~~~~~~
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I
Cablegram to the President of the United Nations Security

I Counc il from the Sov iet Fore ign Minister , 5 November 1956:

Egypt has become a vict im of aggress ion by the

I United Kingdom , France , and Israel. Egyptian towns and
populated areas are being subjec ted to barbarous bombing
by Anglo—French aircraft . Landing operations have begun

I and Egyptian territory is being directly invaded by the
forces of the intervent ionists. The number of c ivilian
victims is increasing and property is being destroyed .

I Despite the dec ision of the emergency spec ial sess ion of
the Genera l Assem b ly of the United Nat ions of 2 November,
concerning the cessa tion of military act iv ities and the
withdrawal of all foreign troops which have invaded

I Egypt , the aggressive war against Egypt is being
• intensified .

I This situation imposes the need for immediat e and
effective action by the United Nations for the prevention
of aggression . If at this decisive moment the United
Nations is unable to curb the aggressors, the  tru st which
the peop le of the whole world place in the Organization
will be undermined and its high ideals and principles
will be trampled underfoot .

~: ~ The Soviet Government , as a defender of the peace
and security of nations, calls for an immediate meeting

I of the Secur ity Council, to discuss the following
quest ion: “Noncompliance by the United Kingdom , France ,
and Israel with the decision of the emergency special

I session of the General Assembly of the United Nations of
2 November 1956 and immediate steps to halt the
aggression of the aforesaid States against Egypt .”

With a view to the adoption of rapid and effective
measures for stopping the aggressive war against the
Egyptian people, the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics presents the following draft
resolution to the Security Council:

“The Security Council,I “Takir~,g note of the fact that the resolution of
the emergency special session of the General Assembly of
2 November 1956, recommending that the Governments of

U the United Kingdom , France , and Israel should immediate)y
cease military action against Egypt and should withdraw

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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observed by the aforesaid States and that the militaryI action against Egypt is continuing ,
“Considering the necessity of taking immediate

steps to put an end to the aggression launched against

I Egypt by the United Kingdom , France and Israel.
“Proposes to the Government s of the United

Kingdom , France and Israel that they should immediately

I and not later than tw elve hours aft er the adoption of
this resolution cease all military action against Egypt
and withdraw within three days the troops that have

I invaded Egypt.
“The Security Council , in accordance with Article

142 of the United Nations Charter , considers it essent ial
that all States Members of the United Nat ions , es pec ially

I the United States of Amer ica and the USSR , as permanent
members of the Security Council having powerful air and
naval for ces at their di sposal , should give military and

I ot her ass istance to the Egypt ian Republic , which has been
the victim of aggression, by sending naval and air
forces , military units , volunteers , military instructors

I and ot her forms of ass istance , if the United Kingdom ,
France and Israel fail to carr y out this resolut ion
within the stated time limits.”

I The Soviet Government for it s part declares that
It Is ready to contribute to the cause of curbing the
aggressors , of defending the victims of aggression and

I of restor ing peace , by sending to Egypt the air and naval
forces necessary for the achievement of this purpose.

I The Soviet Government expresses its confidence
that the States Members of the United Nations will take
the necessary measures to defend the sovere ign rights of
the Egyptian State and to restore peace.

I I would ask you, Mr. President , to circulate this
declaration by the Soviet Government to all the members

I of the Security Council and to all other States Members
of the United Nations.

D[MITRI] SHEPILOV

I 
Minister for Foreign Affirs of the
Union of Soviet Socialistic [~~1.2)Republics

I SOURCE:
U.S. Department of State, United States Policy in the
Middle East September 1956—June 1957, Near and Middle
Eastern Series 25 cAugust l957J , pp. 178—80.

Ii
I a 
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Letter to Pres ident Eisenhower from Sov iet Premier
Bulganin , 5 November 1956:

ESTEEMED MR. PRESIDENT :

I In this troubled and responsible moment for the
cause of universal peace , I approach you on behalf of
the Soviet Government . One week has passed already since

I the armed forc es of Brita in, France , and——o bedient to
the will of external forces——Israel , without any reason
attacked Egypt , bringing in their wake death and

I 
destruction. Inhuman bombardment by the British and
French Air Forces against Egyptian airfields, ports,
installat ions , towns , and inhabited localities is taking
place. Anglo-French troops have landed on Egyptian

I terr itory. From the invaders ’ fire tremendous values
- created by the hands of the Egyptian people are perishing

and the toll of human life is mounting everyday .

I An aggressive war against Egypt , against the Arab
peoples whose sole fault is that they upheld their

I freedom and independence , is unfolding before the eyes
of the entire world . The situation in Egypt calls for
immediate and most resolute action on the part of the
U.N. Organization. In the event such action is not

I undertaken, the U. N .  Organization will lose its prestige
in the eyes of mankind and will fall apart .

The Soviet Union and the United States are
permanent members of the Security Council and the two
great powers which possess all modern types of arms,

I including atomic and hydrogen weapons. We bear particu-
lar responsibility for stopping war and reestablishing
peace and calm in the area of the Near and Middle East .
We are convinced that if the Governments of the USSR

I and the United States will firmly declare their will to
insure peace and oppose aggress ion, the aggress ion will
be put down and there will be no war.

I Mr. President , at this threatening hour , when the
loftiest moral principles and the foundations and aims

I of the United Nations are being put to the test , the
Soviet Government approaches the Government of the United
States with a proposal of close cooperation in order to
put an end to aggression and to stop any further
bloodshed .

I
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I The United States has a strong navy in the zone
I of’ the Mediterranean. The Soviet Union also has a strong

navy and a powerful air force. The joint and Immediate

g use of these means by the United States and the Soviet
Union according to a decision of the United Nations would
be a sure guaranty of ending the aggression against the

I 
Egyptian people , against the people of the Arab East.

The Soviet Government turns to the U.S.
Government with an appeal to join their forces in the

‘ 
United Nations for the adoption of decisive measures to
put an end to the aggression . The Soviet Government has
already turned to the Security Council and the special

I extraordinary session of the General Assembly with
suitable proposals. Such joint steps of the United
States and the Soviet Union do not threaten the interests

I 
of Britain and France. The popular masses of Britain and
France do not want war . They , like our people , desire
the maintenance of peace. Many other states also ,
together with Britain and France , are in teres ted in the

I immediate pacification and resumption of the normal
funct ioning of the Suez Canal, interrupted by the
military operat ions .

I The aggression against Egypt has not been commit-
ted for the sake of free navigation along the Suez

I 
Canal , which was safeguarded . The piratical war was
launched with the aim of restoring colonial order in the
East , an order which has been overthrown by the people.
If this war is not stopped it carr ies the danger of

I turning into a third world war .

If the Soviet Union and the United States w ill

I support the victim of the aggression , then other states ,
-: members of the United Nat ions , will join us in these

efforts. By this the authority of the United Nations
~ will be considerably enhanced and peace will be restored

and strengthened .

The Soviet Government is ready to enter into

I immediate negotiations with the Government of’ the United
States on the practical realization of the above
mentioned proposals , so that effec tive action in the

I Interests of peace might be undertaken within the next
few hours.

At this tense moment of history , when the fate of
the entire Arab East Is being decided , and at the same
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I t ime the fat e of the wor ld , I await your favorable reply.

With sincere res pect ,

I
I SOURCE:

I Ibid., pp. 180—1.

I
I
I
I
I

I I
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I Message to British Prime Minister Eden from Soviet
Premier Bulganin , as broadcast by Soviet Home Service at
21145, 5 November 1956:

ESTEEMED MR. PRIME MINISTER :

I The Soviet Government considers it necessary to
draw your attention to the fact that the launching of an

I 
aggressive war against Egypt launched by Britain and
Franc e, in which Israel has played the part of
instigator , is fraught with most dangerous consequences
for the cause of common peace. The extraordinary

I special session of the General Assembly adopted a
decision on an immediate end to military operations and
the withdrawal of foreign troops from the territory of

I Egypt . Disregarding this , Britain , France , and Israel
are increasing military operations , continuing the
barbarous bombing of Egyptian towns and villages , and

I have landed forces on Egyptian territory , turn ing I ts
inhabited localities into ruins and killing the civilian
population .

I Thus the Government of Britain together with the
Government s of Franc e and Israe l has [embarked ] on an
unprovoked aggression against Egypt.

I The motives put forward by Britain and the
justification of the attack against Egypt are quite

I 
groundless. At first the British Government announced
that they were interfering in the conflict between Israel
and Egypt in order to prevent the Suez Canal from being
turned into a zone of military operations. But after

I the Anglo—French intervention , the Suez Canal zone did
become a zone of military operations . Traffic through
the canal was Interrupted which inflicts damage on the

i states using the canal.

The attempts to justify aggression by referring

I
to the interests of Britain and France in the freedom of
navigation do not hold water either . We understand your
concern in the canal. However , that does not give you
the right to carry out military operations against the

I Egyptian people.

At the same time , the Government s of Britain and

I France cannot assume the role of judges in the quest ions
of the means for insuring freedom of shipping through

I
I -, — — v ~~~r t ’~~ ~~~~~~~
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the Suez Canal since many other states which condemn theI aggressive actions of Britain and France and demand that
peace and calm be maintained in the Near and Middle East
are interested in this to no less an extent . Besides ,

I it is well known that shipping through the Suez Canal
was fully assured by Egypt . The question of the Suez
Canal was merely a pretext for Anglo—French aggression

I 
which had different and far—reaching aims . It is
impossible to conceal that in actual fact aggressive
brigand war is at present being launched against the

I Arai~ people , aiming at the liquidation of the national
- independence of these states In the Near and Middle East

and the restoration of a regime of colonial slavery

I which has been rejected by the peoples. There Is nothing
that can justify the fact that the armed forces of
Br itain and France , two great powers and permanent

I 
members of the Unleed Nations , have at tack ed the country
which has only recent ly attained Its national
independence and which does not have sufficient means
for its defen~~ .

I In what position would Britain have found herself
had she been attacked by more powerful states possessing

I all types of modern weapons of destruction? Indeed ,
such countries , Instead of sending to the sh~ores ofBritain their naval or air forces , could have used ot her

I means , as , for Instanc e , rocket equipment .

If rocket weapons had been used against Britain
and Franc e, you wou ld have certa inly ca lled It a

I barbaric action. Yet , what is the difference between
the thhuman attack perpetrated by the armed forces of
Britain and France against almost—unarmed Egypt.

I Deeply perturbed by the development of event s in
the Near and Middle East and guided by the interests of

I 
preserving universal peace , we hold that the British
Government must heed the voice of common sense and stop
the war in Egypt . We call upon you , the Farliament , the
Labor Party, the trade unions , a~d upon the people of
Britain to stop the armed aggression, stop the bloodshed .

The war in Egypt could extend to other countries

I and develop into a third world war . The Soviet Govern-
ment has already approached the Unitei Nations and the
U.S. President with a proposal to use , together w ith
other members of the United Nations , naval and airI forces in order to stop the war in Egypt and to curb

1! 1~IJI - L ~ I _ _ _ _ J~~~~_
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aggression . We are full of determination to crush the
aggressor and reesta blish peace in the East by using
forc e.

I We hope that at t his cr it ical moment you will
show due prudenc e and d raw corres ponding conc lusions

I from this.

With sincere respects ,

I
I SOURCE:

Ibid., pp. 183—5.

!~ ‘
i~

I
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Message to French Premier Mollet from Soviet Premier
Bulganin , as broadcast by Soviet Home Service at 2155, 5

I November 1956:

ESTEEMED MR. CHAIRMAN:

I I deem it to be my duty to add ress you concerning
the situat ion whic h has ar isen in connect ion with the

I developing Franco—British aggression in Egypt. I must
declare to you with all frankness that the war against
the Egyptian state launched by France and Britain with
the use of Israel as their too l may have extremely
dangerous conse quences for general peace.

An overwhelming majority of the members of the

I United Nations spoke at the extraordinary special session
of the General Assembly for an immediate cessat ion of
military operation and I or the withdrawal of foreign

a 
troops from Egyptian territory .

And yet , military operations in Egypt are being

I 
extended further . Egyptian towns and villages are being
subjected to barbarous bombing . French and British
troops have landed on Egyptian territory . The blood of

k comp letely innocent people Is being shed .

1.. 1 By act ing in such a way , the Government of France,
L jointly with the Governments of Britain and Israel,r I entered the path of unprovoked aggression against the

Egyptian state. Although the armed attack against Egypt
is being covered by the French and British Governments

I with all kinds of references to their special interest
in the normal functioning of the Suez Canal, it is
obvious now that what is involved is not the freedom of
navigation on the Suez Canal, which was safeguarded by

I Egypt and which has now been Interrupted by the armed
operations of France and Britain , but by the wish of the
colonizers again to place the yoke of colonial slavery
upon the peoples of the Arab East, fighting for their
national independence and freedom .

During our meetinR in Moscow in May of this year,I we spoke of the fact that in your actions you are
Inspired by Socialist Ideals. But what has the bandit—
like armed attack against Egypt , which looks like an

I open colonial war, to do with socialism?

1 j i. I IL ]I[ IL L j, I... —n-— 
~~~~~~~~~~~ .J.LUL— .~!I—
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I How can one bring in line with Socialist ideas
the treacherous attack by France against a country which
had only achieved its independence so recently and which

I is not sufficiently armed to defend itself?

We are deeply convinced that the colonial war

I against Egypt goes counter to the fundamental interests
of’ the French people who wish just as fervently as the
peoples of Britain and the Soviet Union to preserve
peace and to deve lop economic and cultural cooperat ion
with other peoples.

What would be the pos ition of France had she been
attacked by other states which have at their disposal
the modern terr ib le means of destruct ion?

Led by the inter~ .Y~s of ~he preservation of peace,we appeal to the Government of France, as well as to the
Parliament and the people of France , to stop aggress ion
and to stop the bloodshed . We appeal to you , to the

I Parliament , to the Socialist Party, to the trade unions ,
and to the entire French peop le to put an end to armed
aggress ion, stop the bloodshed .

I One cannot help seeing that the war in Egypt may
spread to other countries and be turned into the third

I world war.

I believe it my duty to inform you that the
Soviet Government has already addre~ sed the United

I Nations and the President of the United States with a
proposal , jointly with other members of the United
Nat ions , to use the naval and air forces to stop the war

I In Egypt and to curb aggression . The Soviet Government
Is fully determined to apply force in order to crush the
aggressors and to restore peace in the East.

I There Is still time to use prudence , to stop and
to prevent the militant forces from winning . We hope
that at this decisive moment the French Government will

I show soberness In the evaluation of the situation which
has arisen, and will draw the corresponding conclusions
from It.

~ I 
With sincere respect ,

BULGANIN

I 
185—6 
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Message to Israeli Prime Minister Ben—Gurion from Soviet
Premier Bulganin, as broadcast by Sov iet Home Serv ice at
2200, 5 November 1956:

MR. PREMIER :

I The Soviet Government has already expressed its
definite condemnation of the armed aggress ion by Israel

I 
as well as by Brita in and France against Egypt which was
a direct and open violation of the Charter and principles
of the United Nations.

I The overwhelming major ity of the sta tes of the
world have also condemned the act of aggression committed
with regard to the Egyptian state at a special and

I extraordinary session of the General Assembly and has
called on the Governments of Israel, Brita in, and France
to cease military operations forthwith and withdraw the

I invading troops from the Egyptian territory .

A ll peace—loving mankind indignantly brands the
criminal actions of the aggressors who have attacked the

I territorial ent ity, sovere ignty, and independence of the
Egyptian state. Disregarding this , the Government of
Israel , acting as a tool of foreign imperialist powers,

I continues the foo lhardy adventure , challenging all the
peoples of the East who are waging a struggle against
colonialism for their freedom and independence , all the

I peace—loving people of the world .

Such actions by the Government of Israel plainly
show what all the false assurances of Israel’s love of
peace and its desire to coexist peacefully with the
neighboring Arab States were worth. By these assurances
the Government of Israel was in fact striving merely to

I lull the vigilance of other nations , preparing a
treacherous attack against its neighbors.

I Carrying out the will of other people , acting
according to instructions from abroad , the Government of
Israel Is playing with the fate of peace , with the fate
of Its own people , In a criminal and Irresporsible

I manner; it Is sowing hatred for the State of Israel
among th~ peoples of the East which cannot but affect
the future of Israel and which will place a question

I upon the very existence of Israel as a state.

I

- — - - -~-—-—— — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - —
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I Being vitally interested In the preservation of
peace and in safeguarding calm in the Middle and Near
East, the Soviet Government is at this moment taking

I measures with the aim of stopping the war and curbing
the aggressors . We expect that the Government of Israel
will come to its senses before it is too late and will

I halt its military operations against Egypt .

We appeal [to] you , the Parliament , the working
peop le of the State of Israel, to th~ entire people of

I Israel: stop aggression; halt the bloodshed ; withdraw
your troops from Egyptian territory.

I Taking into consideration the situation which has
arisen, the Soviet Government has passed a decision to
advise its Ambassador in Tel Aviv to leave Israel and

I 
immediately go to Moscow .

We hope that the Government of Israel will duly
understand and appreciate our warning .

BULG AN IN

I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

i SOURCE:

IbId., pp. 187—8.
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ABSTRACT

I
The paper attemp ts to f ill an ex ist ing gap in the

I literature of strategic deterrence by presenting both a

I 
comprehensive survey of literature and a historical case

study of the use of ambiguity in deterrence threats.

I The survey of literature is divided into sections

on the utility of’ clarity, functions of ambiguity,

I methods of creating ambiguity, determinant s of ambiguity,

I 
and psychological effects of ambiguity. Information is

drawn from works on military strategy , international

I relat ions , soc ial psychology, strategic simulation, and

game theory . The major findings of the survey of

I literature are as follows: Clarity of demand and

I 
sanction tend to enhance the credibility and effective-

ness of a given threat by engaging values such as

I national prestige and bargaining reputation . Clarity in

deterrence threats is usually associated with a strategy

I of automatism (denying oneself the option of backing

I 
down), while ambiguity detracts from automatism by

tending to preserve options. Though the consensus of

I theorists Is that ambiguity reduces the effectiveness of’

a given threat, ambiguIty remaIns a ubiquItous element

I in the communication of actual deterrence threats. This
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I is due in great measure to the fact  that a given

deterrence threat must max imize two incompat ib le goals

I simultaneously: avoidance of war and defense of

I specific policy interests.

The Sov iet threat system mobi lized against

I Brita in , France , and Israel during the 1956 Suez Crisis

is examined in the case study . In the early morning

I hours of 6 November 1956 the Soviet Union dispatched

I internally ambiguous and mutually contradictory messages

to the Un ited States , Un ited Nat ions , Great Britain ,

I France , and Israel. Close examination reveals that

subsidiary motIves , i.e., motives other than the

I ostensive one of effecting a cease—fire in Egypt, played

I a decisive role in determining the timing and content of

the messages. The Soviet Union did not possess the

I capabil i ty necessary to make good on the threats  to

launch rockets against Paris and London. In addition ,

I Soviet actions demonstrated no resolve to introduce

I troops Into the Middle East except under the auspices

of the U . N .  Emergency Force.

I Maj or conclusions of the case study are as

follows: AmbiguIty enabled the threats to perform a

I communications funct ion;  ambiguity allowed the Soviet

Union to threaten Indirectly the interests of the United

States in order that the U.S.  should bring decisive

II
I I -~
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economic pressure to bear on Britain; ambiguity protected

the Soviet Un ion ’s long term Coals which could have been

I jeopardized if deterrence had failed ; ambiguity allowed

I 
the Soviet Uni on to take advantage of the West ’s

predisposition to exaggerate the strength of Soviet arms.

I A major hy pot hes is of the paper that is supported

by the case study Is that ambiguity is correlated with

I the sal ienc e of subsidiary mot ives. Because of th is , an

alternative to the two—party/one—issue model of

det errence is presented . The new model emphasizes the

fact that ambiguity forms a link between the highly

special ized and purely military concept of deterrence
• 1~ and the more general context of international relations

-. in which it Is imbedded .
I
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